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The First Word...
by Alex Bardy
co-editor of ALGOL
Welcome one and all to the latest instalment of YAS goodness,
and just in time for that big special family-ish occasion that occasionally gets mentioned in the press and on the telly this time of year...

On cue, and arriving 5th December 2009...
Dear Fellow Astronomer,

So where to start? Well... In the first instance I‘d like to apologise
for the delay in getting this issue out to you — there have been a
whole manner of reasons for the delay, but most of the them simply
come down to limited time, a hefty workload, and quite frankly a lack
of material, although you wouldn‘t think it now to look at the beast
that has become Algol 76.

Firstly, thank you for reading this e-mail — I know society
business takes a lot of your free time.
I would like to take this opportunity to invite you and your
members to attend our 2010 New Year lecture.
Our lecturer will be none other than renowned Oxford science
historian Dr. Allan Chapman FRAS. His subject for the evening
will be 'James Glaisher, Astronomer, Meteorologist and Balloonist'.
If your members have not previously witnessed the 'Allan
Chapman experience', it will be a great opportunity for them to
listen to perhaps our most revered astronomical historian. We are
also hoping to have Stockport Binocular and Telescope Centre in
attendance so visitors can peruse and purchase equipment on display.
The venue for our event will be the prestigious 19th century
Town Hall in the centre of Macclesfield. Access is easy, with ample
car parking, a bus terminus, and a main line train station all nearby.
The date of Dr. Chapman's lecture will be Saturday, January
9th 2010, starting at 2000. Tickets are priced at £3.00. If you are a
member of Macclesfield Astronomical Society entry is free.
To make a reservation simply respond to this e-mail with a list
of names of those who wish to attend, no later than December 24th.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions, alternatively visit our website at www.maccastro.com
Thank you for your support. I hope to see you on the 9th of
January!

Basically, the first slivers and nuggets for this issue started
sneaking out of various YAS towers circa mid-September... but prior
to that there was nothing other than lots of talk and ‗potential‘...
Anyway, suffice to say that when Master Dawson and I started
discussing this issue, it was agreed that we would just print what
we‘d got, and if it should transpire that we hadn‘t got anything, it‘d
prove to be a very short, shrifty issue.
I‘ll be honest, and I struggled long and hard with myself as to
whether I‘d share this with you... I haven‘t been happy trying to put
this issue together. A combination of lack of material, lack of enthusiasm, and all round lack of chutzpah made it extremely tough to make
a start on it. And this after we‘d had such a great August BBQ event
— full of hope, joy, plentiful food and a darn good burning (aka The
Hobling — see Martin‘s Astronomer’s Diary on page 17 for more on
this). ‘Twas indeed a most excellent event, and a credit to YAS.
Low and behold, October came round and stuff started appearing,
and yes it dribbled in very slowly... ‗dribs and drabs‘ has never been
such an apt description. Okaaayyyy, I said to myself... let‘s wait a tad
longer and then make a start. And of course, this is where it all went
wrong, because as November came round and I‘d finally made a start,
and while all was well with the world, Algol 76 was looking like a
relatively tidy and very modest 24-page affair. No problem...

Best regards, and clear skies,
Andrew Greenwood, Chairman.
Macclesfield Astronomical Society www.maccastro.com

Of course the story doesn‘t end there, because when November
came round, it did indeed come round. We‘re talking avalanche here
— material for Algol just kept coming and coming, from all sides and
angles, and in short order we went from 24 pages to 28, then 32...
36... 40... And then I started to get annoyed. Yup. Me. Annoyed.

To which, our very own Martin Whillock has replied:
Hi Andrew.
How very polite! Thanks for this invite, I will pass on to our
members. Several of us went to the Leeds AstroMeet and heard
Allan's talk on Glaisher — it’s very good and even thrilling in parts.
The good Doctor at his best.
Best wishes,
Martin Whillock, Secretary.
York Astronomical Society. www.yorkastro.org

Why? Simple. A succession of articles and material kept trickling
in, every single day, each with a suitably worded plea along the lines
of ‗Can we make sure this gets into the next issue‘. Aaaarrrrgghhhh!
Soooooo... I‘ll make this short and sweet... Next issue we are
going to have an up to date Astronomer‘s Diary c/o Master Dawson
—as solid and reliable as always (Ta, Martin!)— and then... And
here‘s the rub... If there is to be ANY other material included for
publication in Algol 77, it needs to be with me, complete, and sitting
in my email Inbox by 30th March 2010. Again: 30th March 2010!
And with that, I can take a deep breath, soak up the hearty smell
of Mulled Wine and Winter Spice, and say we finally got here.
Chrimble 2009 is knocking on the door and it looks like the new
Astronomy season has started with gusto, at least for a lot of us...
Others of course, have struggled through the turmoil of sickness,
death and other not so happy stuff, so I‘ll take this opportunity now to
bid a joyful ballyhoo to all and sundry.

May your skies stay ever dark and your scope point to the
heavens for a long time to come...
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— Alex Bardy
co-editor, ALGOL
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Astro News
Some of the latest info and updates from YAS
The Herschel Museum
of Astronomy, Bath

Newest New Moons
by Qamar Udin

by Martin Whillock
The Herschel Museum in Bath is a must do visit for anyone
interested in the history of astronomy.
http://www.bath-preservation-trust.org.uk/?id=8
The museum is in the house where William and his sister Caroline lived for many years before answering the summons of
King George the 3rd for them to go to Slough.

The New Moon times are readily available on many Internet
websites, but it's important to realise that the youngest crescent
moon (i.e. under 24 hours age) is only visible on UK horizon
less than 6 months of the year, and the remaining times it is in
the Southern Hemisphere.
We should have a good chance of observing the youngest crescent moon (weather permitting) between January and June
2010. Observing the crescent moon of Tuesday 16 March 2010
(21 hrs old) will be a challenge, because the first visibility will
start from UK before the rest of the world!

Image taken from the
Bath Preservation Trust
website and used with
permission.

William was self taught and became one of the finest scientist
ever. He discovered the Infra Red section of the spectrum. He
discovered Uranus from the garden of the house in 1781.
He became interested in astronomy when he hired a telescope
and was disappointed by its performance — haven't we all been
there! So he set about making a better scope. In those days this
meant mirror making from scratch. He made about 200 mirrors
and many telescopes, which he sold all over the world.
His workshop is in the house, with replicas of his furnace for
casting speculum, his mirror grinding machine, his lathe and his
‗Micrometer‘ for measuring the angular distance between double stars.
The stone floor of the workshop is split and cracked where molten speculum leaked from a casting and poured onto the floor
— luckily he was not injured. The workshop is hands on and
you can try out the mirror grinder and handle the tools, one of
which was William's own. There are mirrors and replica telescopes and letters, including Caroline's report of her first
comet. I got in for nowt when I shewed the student at reception
my visiting card with its YAS logo.
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Date

Day

Time

Visibility on UK horizon
(date on the link)

2009
Nov 16

Mon

19:14

www.crescentmoonwatch.org/
assets/F2009Nov18.png

2009
Dec 16

Wed

12:02

www.crescentmoonwatch.org/
assets/F2009Dec18.png

2010
Jan 15

Fri

07:11

www.crescentmoonwatch.org/
assets/F2010Jan16.png

2010
Feb 14

Sun

02:51

www.crescentmoonwatch.org/
assets/F2010Feb15.png

2010
Mar 15

Mon

21:01

www.crescentmoonwatch.org/
assets/F2010Mar16.png
[*challenge*]

2010
Apr 14

Wed

12:29

www.crescentmoonwatch.org/
assets/F2010Apr15.png

2010
May 14

Fri

01:04

www.crescentmoonwatch.org/
assets/F2010May14.png

2010
June 12

Sat

11:14

www.crescentmoonwatch.org/
assets/F2010Jun13.png
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FORECAST OF EVENTS
The YAS has regular meetings on the 1st and 3rd Friday of every
month (excluding August) at the Priory St. Centre, York. Meetings start with Society notices at 20:00, but please feel free to
arrive earlier for a chat if you wish — there will be several YAS
members there from 19:15. Visitors are more than welcome.
There are several ‗Informal Nights‘ throughout the year too —
these usually have several short talks by various members on all
sorts of topics. Always good fun, we've previously covered YAS
members‘ observatory projects, the types of astronomy software
freely available on the internet, space shuttles and plenty more.
All are welcome to attend our Free Public Star Parties, where a
variety of telescopes are set out for people to look through. Anyone can bring their own telescope along as well, if they need help
with using it.

December 2009
4
12
18
23

‗The British Ministry for Space‘ by Martin Dawson
Saturday Public Star Party — Sutton Bank, 20:00 ‘til late
Informal Evening
Wed. Public Star Party — Knavesmire, 20:00 ‘til late

January 2010
9 ‗James Glaisher, Astronomer, Meteorologist and Balloonist'
by Allan Chapman — Town Hall, Macclesfield 20:00
[[see First Word this issue — Ed]]

The York AS 2010 Calendar

ON SALE NOW!
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f r a g me n t a t io n

Okay, those bits’n’bobs that don’t fit anywhere else...
Hmmm… shortly after Algol 76 appeared I requested some
feedback from anybody and everybody -- feedback, articles,
ideas, whatever you've got, by all means please start feeding
stuff back to me if you can.
Personally I was quite pleased with the last issue, but don't
let that sway you -- there's always room for improvement, and
if there's something you weren't happy about, don't be backwards about coming forward, we're all grown up now, or at
least I like to think so, although some may disagree... lol.
To this end, Paul was first off the mark… good man…

As the YAS secretary, if you consider it appropriate,
please forward the above link to the YAS Mailing List.
..... It soon transpired that many people (including Martin
Dawson!) didn’t realise that I put the magazine together as a
colour publication anyway, and then ‘black and white it’ to
help reduce filesize, printing costs, etc. So, now that the ‘cat’s
out the bag’ so to speak, ‘twould appear that colour will be the
way forward for all future copies of Algol, apparently. The
march of progress and all that, etc. etc. And since we’ve now
sourced a reasonably-priced colour printers for the job, well I
guess ‘the job’s a good’un’ springs to mind...
Now personally I’m not a big fan of the ‘staple down one
side’ format, preferring a magazine-shaped book myself, but
who am I to argue when it’s somebody else’s money!? And of
course, if you opt to download a copy instead, then this point
becomes null and void anyway. Oh, and all PDF copies will
obviously be in full colour as well, so there you go...
Ummm... Here’s looking to the future then... What was that
I hear? Where can you find it? Ummm... Bear with me a sec,
I’m sure I’ve got it here somewhere... snigger...

Paul Buglass
Only a few folk have seen an advance copy [of Algol],
but I like it.
Nothing to stop doing, as it’s all good. The only additional ideas are some more practical astronomy stuff i.e.
equipment use, observing targets, etc. — things we have
talked of in the past. I’ll try and pull some articles along
those lines together for the next one, which should be due
out mid to end October?
..... Well... give or take a month... ;-) Now the YAS had a few
visitors way back when, and Qamar had this to share, bringing
up a very fair point as well, I thought...

Martin Whillock, YAS Secretary
Greetings fellow YAS members. Algol 75 is out now available in print at meetings, or online at:

Qamar Uddin
Many thanks for your entertainment of our visitors
from Dewsbury last night who came to do moon-watching
with YAS members.
They also appreciated your giving them a copy of Algol
75 (May 2009) to share with, which has something about the
crescent moon.
One question I am always asked, is why is Algol not
available for download from the YAS website?
I would have thought it would be a good idea to put
(colour) PDF copies on the website to save printing costs —
and saving lots of trees (reducing the carbon footprint)!
..... To which I have to reply... Hear hear... At the outset this
seemed a perfectly reasonable idea, and since most modern
DTP packages have the ability to publish stuff in PDF format, I
thought to myself, why not indeed. A few quick alterations and
changes later (mostly cosmetic), and voila... I supplied one for
Qamar to do with as he will...

Qamar Uddin
In the interest of the environment (to reduce the carbon
footprint), I have requested an electronic (PDF) copy of the
recent YAS Magazine, Algol 75.
Alex Bardy has kindly supplied me with an updated
copy in full colour, which may be downloaded from the link
below:
http://download200.mediafire.com/nnztqvt0mvig/
oxilyy0chvm/Algol75colour_May2009v3.pdf

http://download200.mediafire.com/nnztqvt0mvig/
oxilyy0chvm/Algol75colour_May2009v3.pdf
Clear Dark Skies.
..... There you go.... One good suggestion, a few days go by,
and da-da... problem solved. The power of good communication at work, eh? And there was me thinking that no-one really
bothered to say what they think or voice their ideas anymore...
Bravo, Qamar... Any others where that came from?
Now wouldn’t it be just great if more YAS members made
the effort to voice their ideas and suggestions, and gave us a
chance to try to accommodate.... Now THERE’S a wild ‘outthere’ thought for you all, eh?
And the good news doesn’t stop there... Qamar was good
enough to mention that he loved the last issue, mainly ‘cos of
the moon-y bits... Ooh er, missus...

Qamar Uddin
Yes, this issue was special for many reasons, including a
good coverage of the crescent moon and a few nice photos,
too.
Keep up the good work.
..... Why thank you kind sir, now if only everyone else was so
easily pleased... Talking of which, Christmas is just round the
corner, and this evidently provides no end of possibilities for
the Amateur Astronomy buff...
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Peter Mayhew
I was thinking of asking friends/relatives for a subscription to an astronomy magazine for Xmas, and wondered if
anyone has any views on what was the best one out there
(apart from Algol of course)?
I've tried Sky at Night a few months, but ultimately find
it all a bit same-y. What I really miss, and that's not in
there, is observing reports from amateurs. I think I basically want to know what to look for in some of the common
celestial targets, and what other people see in them.
I was wondering if anyone is an SPA member and if they
can recommend their magazine Popular Astronomy? Or
any other suggestions are welcome.
..... Thanks, Peter. I was a short-lived member of the SPA, but
can assure you it's a fantastic society, and their magazine is as
good as any you'd find in the shops. With regards to a good
newsstand magazine however, I personally prefer Astronomy
Now to Sky At Night, but it's very US-centric, and thus given
the option I'd plump for an annual SPA membership any day of
the week. You can check out the website here:
http:/www.popastro.com
And with regards to Algol... well it would be the best astronomy magazine if people would make an effort to fill it with their
own observing reports, etc!
No doubt there’ll be more than a few YAS members that will
have an opinion on this, so let’s open it up to the rest of ya...

Paul Buglass
The SPA magazine is good and comes free with SPA
membership, but only every quarter, so with only 4 per
year you might not get enough of an astronomy fix :-)
I really like both Astronomy Now and The Sky at Night,
but if I had to choose one I would go for TS@N as my slight
favourite. I find the articles more readable, and the monthly
sky section very easy to use and follow. The reviews sections
are better than AN too, in my humble opinion.

Martin Dawson
...and Guy Fennimore —who's a big noise in SPA— is
a founder member of the York AS.
I saw him on Saturday and we had a good laugh.
Yes, Peter, go the SPA route but remember its S.P.A.
never say Spa (as in Harrogate...)

Martin Hall
I think that Astronomy Now is pretty good. Very extencive articles, but still an easy read for a beginner like myself ! Some nice glossy ads to drool over but not too many,
erm... they have had some historic articles such as the Antichathieriaaaaa..... Mechanizm and up to date events as
well so there you go. I like it.

Richard Darn
A subject close to my heart. I think Astronomy Now is by
far the best magazine currently. I was a long time subscriber to Sky and Telescope but frankly that publication
has gone backwards in recent years, becoming slimmer and
slimmer. Astronomy was always more of a beginner's mag
and doesn't have any wide appeal for me, and the Sky at
Night I find oddly unsatisfying. Apart from AN I like the
SPA's magazine. Both are good reads — in my opinion, of
course.

..... So there you go, Peter, just a few views from other members, and here’s hoping they help you out of your dilemma...

Qamar Uddin
I came across the link below, which invites you to express your interest in having an Astronomy Campus in
York. What a good idea! :-)
http://www-users.york.ac.uk/~cjb18/AstroCampus.html
..... Wow, Qamar... I couldn’t agree more, and in fact thought it
well worth repeating the proposal here. There’s also a separate
6-page PDF document available for download (only 510k)
which goes into significant detail about the proposal, together
with images, diagrams, and satellite views depicting graphically where and what they’re looking to do. Algol readers are
especially welcome to comment... Such a facility can only be a
positive way forward for all amateur astronomy buffs, surely?

University of York Astro Campus Proposal
Synopsis:
The Department of Physics runs a successful Physics with
Astrophysics undergraduate degree programme. Recent initiatives, funded by the Physics Department, University and
Alumni, have greatly enhanced the equipment available to our
students. During the International Year of Astronomy we plan
to consolidate this effort and develop an Astro-campus.
Our vision is to provide a step change to our outreach activities, bringing astronomy, astrophysics, and the related subjects of mathematics, information and communication technologies, optics, and so forth to pupils and general public in our
local area. Without doubt our undergraduates will benefit from
a campus, and it will enhance our student recruitment efforts,
perhaps more importantly the University of York can make our
equipment and the effort invested available to many more individuals including those with disabilities.
The cornerstone of this project is outreach and we have
some very exciting proposals in mind. The Astro Campus
which will house our enhanced optical, solar, and radio observatories is located in a secluded, fenced area of approximately
2000m2 to the south-west of Campus West. This Campus is an
intermediate step to research, with the right investment we can
give access to the research we do and illustrate the impact this
has on our knowledge and understanding of our universe. This
will be unique and through partnerships with other regional
centres provide an astrophysics centre for North and East Yorkshire. To do this we require an impressive Information Centre
occupying some 200m2 and housing a reception area, a Presentation Suite and telescope control and display systems. The
Presentation Suite, equipped with a 3-dimensional mini theatre
is sufficient for groups of 35 people. Using this suite we can
display a new generation of three-dimensional imagery and
films in production at a number of astrophysics and supercomputing centres around the globe.
Additional details, figures, and images are located in the
astrocampus brief. Please feel free to download this document.
http://www-users.york.ac.uk/~cjb18/
AstroCampus/astrocampus_brief.pdf
Contact:
To express your interest in helping to achieve this vision, or
for additional information, please contact: Dr. Charles Barton,
Dr. David Jenkins, or Dr. Nigel Woolsey.
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The Day I Met The Moon

30th May 2006 — Martin Whipp took this image
of the 5 day old Moon deliberately overexposed to
show the Earthshine lighting up the side of the

I‘ve become interested in the night sky in recent years and
have gone out of my way to have people show me around. A
student at York University Astronomical Society told me of
her love of the moon.
At the time I was wanting to see the Andromeda Galaxy and
so it came as a complete surprise to me that I was so moved
to see the craters of the moon about 3 miles across and the
mountain ranges within them. We looked closely at the craters at the edge of the shadows where the moon faded into
darkness. I felt as if I had met someone who had always been
my friend, and I hadn‘t known.
I was totally transfixed by her beauty and drove home that
night feeling very close to her. Venus was very nearby the
crescent and I felt part of a special club of friends.
With thanks,
Linda.

I met the moon today.
She is beautiful
I will never be the same.

Martin Whillock’s
Telescope Knobs
or How To Swivel Easy
Everyone who has a Newtonian telescope on a German
Equatorial mount will have noticed what fiddly little knobs
there are on the OTA clamps. These are the ones you have
to release and close when swivelling the main tube within
the rings to access another part of the sky or to make the
eyepiece or finder accessible.

— Linda Pearson

My solution has been to replace the small knobs with
long sticking out knobs, with
the right thread in one end.
Here's a picture. The original
knob is in place on the left,
with a new long knob on the
right. The long knobs are
much more comfortable to
operate, and allow for more
sensitive adjustments. They
can be operated with cold or
gloved fingers more easily as
well. The knobs I have made
are aluminium, so do not add
too much weight to the telescope. They also have a
smoothed down knurled surface for a good but comfortable grip.

— Martin Whillock
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Off-Axis
I do hope the title of this un-occasional series is apparent,
an off-axis guider is a telescope mounted on the side of a
much larger telescope that‘s set up for astrophotography.
The observer then keeps his eye to the off-axis guider and
with cross hairs centred on a guide star, can make sure his/
her main telescope with camera is tracking. Off-Axis is
also a good term for the off beat or unusual, or perhaps
even –dare I say– crazy…

A Royal Navy Sailor before diving in his submarine...

The YAS observatory ready for an evening’s observations,
looks like they have a fire already started.

I recently was reading a book about Royal Navy submarines and could not be more amazed at
what the Royal Navy played with during the Great War. Steam powered submarines! Well, ‗Steam
powered‘ means boilers with fires and fires need chimneys, surely a submarine underwater would
get water going down its chimney? Ah, well, you see before the submarine dives, the chimneys are
lowered and sealed so allowing the submarine to dive and do what submarines do under water.
(The Royal Navy Submarine Service, Antony Preston, 2001, Conway Maritime Press).
Those of you following the adventures
of the York Astronomical Society will
perhaps have been very interested in two
members‘ telescopes. Both Richard and
Paul_B have bought –wait for it– 16-in
Dobsonians, and what amazing instruments they are. It‘s the light grasp, they
are whoppers! Problem is they are tall as
well but I see Paul has come up with a
remedy. He has borrowed Paul MacKay‘s chain saw and some wag suggested that perhaps Paul_B is shortening
his telescope! Seems drastic to me!
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If you read the free newspaper
Metro (Friday 2009 July 31)
they ran an article about holidays in space and shewed a
picture of Alan Bond‘s Skylon, his successor to HOTOL.
Skylon (and HOTOL) were
(and may yet be) reusable
shuttle craft that would make
space travel cheap. The writer
in the Metro called it Sylon —
guess he was thinking of
something else…

Algol 76

An Interview with Anthony Wesley
Philip Jennings does it YAS stylee!

By midnight on the 19th July 2009, Australian amateur astronomer Anthony Wesley was about to quit observing
Jupiter for the night. Instead, he noticed something unusual... a dark spot rotating into view at the planet‘s South
Polar Region. Since his extraordinary discovery of the second-ever piece of evidence to be observed of a body slamming into Jupiter , the Earth-sized spot has been torn up by Jupiter‘s strong winds. The spot —now thought to have
been caused by a comet— has made exciting viewing all over the world, as well as giving us valuable information
about Jupiter‘s wind activity. A few days after discovery, amongst world-wide media hype, even Hubble had turned
towards the King of Planets to image Wesley‘s impact.
I, Philip Jennings, interviewed Wesley by email to learn more... for this exclusive Algol interview!!!!

Anthony Wesley & his 14.5" Newtonian telescope, used to discover the impact.
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Evolution:
The spot at the time
of discovery (left)
and again, five days
later (below).

In 2001 I bought a Losmandy G11 mount and then in 2003
(another favourable Mars opposition) I bought a cheap camera
to try and take more images of Mars. This was more successful,
and I‘ve continued to focus on planetary imaging ever since.
Have you been monitoring Jupiter in the hope of discovering such an event?
I don‘t think anyone really expected to see another
event like this so soon after 1994 and SL9. Mostly I‘m
imaging Jupiter because it‘s so dynamic and beautiful.
When abouts did the impact take place and
how long before you first spotted it?
The best guess is that the impact took place between 0730 and 1400 on July 19, I saw the impact
debris as soon as it rotated into view at about 1400Z. I
was lucky enough to be looking at the right time to see
the impact debris at the earliest that anyone could have
seen it, as the impact itself took place while that part of
Jupiter was facing away from the earth.
How did it feel when you first realised that you
were seeing something special?
It felt very surreal for the first day or so. In particular for the first hour, at around 1am local time, I was
having trouble believing my eyes :-) After that I was
just concerned about doing ‗the right thing‘ (whatever
that might be), in particular capturing good quality
data in case no-one else was looking at the time, and
then sending emails and alerts to everyone I could
think of.

What are your main interests in astronomy and when
did the hobby begin?

How did you celebrate?

My interests have changed
over time — when I received my
first telescope as a young child
(maybe about 10 years old?) I
was fascinated by just looking at
the stars and the milky way. My
first telescope was a 60mm refractor and I was never able to
see any satisfactory views of the
planets with it, although I was
able to see the rings of Saturn —
very exciting!
Later, at the age of 18 or so,
my school bought a Celestron C8
and I spent many hours with a
few friends looking at a lot of
deep sky objects and attempting
to photograph the favourable
Mars opposition of 1984 with a
film camera.

On this, Anthony’s discovery image, the impact scar
can just be seen rotating into view of Earth.

In 1990 I had a 10" newtonian on a dob mount, and again
was looking at deep sky objects.
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Just over an hour into its discovery,
the impact scar is clearly seen.

My wife Leisa and I went out for
a celebratory dinner about a week
later (after most of the media
frenzy had died down).
What was it like suddenly
finding yourself the discoverer of one of the most exciting astronomical events
of 2009 and what part of the
aftermath has made you
most proud?
It‘s very strange — I‘m still
the same person I was before
July 19, but now suddenly I find
more people know me and are
willing to listen to me, so there is
added responsibility for me to not
say anything stupid :-) I really
had no idea that there would be
so much attention, I think the
coincidence with the 40th anniversary of the moon landing
really caught the imagination of
the media.
I guess the part of this event
that pleases me the most was
how quickly I got the word out to
the professionals, and they were
able to image and verify the
event within two Jupiter rotations
(about 20 hours). For dynamic
events like this it‘s critical to get
early observations.

What potential do you think exists for new, valuable
scientific data gathered by amateur astronomers?
Amateurs now have access to cameras, telescopes and computers that allow them to capture details on the planets that was
unheard of (even in the major observatories) one generation
ago. You‘ll see more and more professional analysis and published papers that draw on amateur images and data, especially
in the study of planetary atmospheres.
Will the spot be named after you?

You can contact ALGOL at...

I don‘t really know what the protocol is for this, but I have
seen several references to it as ‗Wesley 2009‘, even from some
NASA/JPL material, so maybe that‘s it‘s official designation.
The debris cloud is still faintly visible but most people are expecting it to slowly dissipate over the next few weeks*.

Martin Dawson:
flugluftholgate@hotmail.co.uk

Thank you again for your time! Everyone here [at
YAS] admires your inspirational discovery and envies
your views of the stunning Southern Hemisphere!

Alex Bardy:
mangozine@btinternet.com

* Time of writing was 09 September 2009.

Or via the YAS Yahoo Group:
yorkastronomy@yahoogroups.co.uk
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by
Martin
Dawson
These notes are culled from the YAS Yahoo site, e-mail and communications to me plus my note books
and observations of what you lot are up to. But remember they are your records and not just mine, so
please do contribute. Thank You.
— Martin Dawson
‗I would venture confidently to predict the Comet‘s return, namely in the year 1758‘ — Edmond Halley
‗I would venture confidently to predict the York Astronomical Society‘s return, namely at the next event‘ — Anon
2009 April 01, Wednesday, Knavesmire Road, Public Star Party
A small gathering of us convened at one of our other homes, the hard standing half way down Knavesmire Road.
2009 April 02, Thursday.
Glen, Martin Whipp, John Roberts and I went to collect the raiser for the AE (Luton) 12-in. Please refer to the ‗roadmovie‘ ...
2009 April 03, Friday, Priory Street Centre, YAS Meeting Number 799, 29 Attendees
This evening saw Mr. David Cook of the Harrogate AS present ‗Relativity‘ but before this, Martin Whipp discussed Kielder and John Lockett
shewed some pictures of the Leo Triplet taken with his apochromatic. Dave Cook shewed us five versions of the same book ‗Idiot‘s Guide to
Einstein, Eddington and others‘ a very complicated subject but delivered in David‘s own style.
2009 April 04, Saturday, Sutton Bank Star Party
A large crowd of us gathered at the top of Sutton Bank for another star party, a huge turn out by the public made things all worthwhile.
2009 April 08, Wednesday, Beningborough Hall, near York
‗Star Gazing: The Development of Astronomy in the Eighteenth Century‘ — this event was publicised on the YAS Yahoo site (see… Algol 75,
page 7, May 2009). A little disappointing, there was only one large painting and a collection of mezzotints. You have to pay to enter the hall
unless you are a National Trust member but the display is free. The mezzotints shewed John Flamsteed, James Hodgson Roger Long, Edmond
Halley, George Graham, John Bird, William & Caroline Herschel and a very interesting gentleman: Nicholas Saunderson (1682-1739) who
taught optics, nothing remarkable I guess you are thinking but he was blind… The hall also has a very interesting one-handed clock by Peter
Closon of London. Just tap his name into your search engine…
2009 April 11, Saturday, Second Saturday Working Party, The YAS 5 th Observatory
Another gathering of intrepid YAS workers tipped up at the Observatory.
2009 April 17, Friday, Priory Street Centre, YAS Meeting Number 800
This 800th meeting was given over to Mr. Paul Money who discussed the constellation of ‗Scorpius‘ (please never, ever Scorpio… I notice the
spell checker on this computer allows Scorpio but not Scorpius) Paul shewed us the objects that can be seen in this constellation. I liked the
picture of the M6 The Butterfly Nebula, it looks like Snoopy!
2009 April 18, Saturday, Autographica 13, Birmingham Metropole Hilton, Birmingham
Autographica 13 was a bit of a muted affair compared to the previous ones I have attended but good nonetheless. Our Lass and me got up about
7-ish, breakfast and stuff, left 'Dawson's Towers' about 8:30. Two hours later pulled into Hilton at NEC. Got Helen Sharman‘s Autograph and
Rex Hall (who wrote the Soviet section to 'Who's Who in Space'). Helen remembers visiting York in 1996 (we think) and remembers when the
YAS Shang-Hai-ed her at the end! Rex asks me how many autographs I have, I reply about 30-ish now (‗Who‘s Who of Space: International
Space Year Addition‘ by Michael Cassuett) he replies he has 300 and a friend of his has —wait for it— 445!!! (One of these books had a 100
and sold on eBay in 2008 for around 5 figures...). Rick Searfoss was ill so didn‘t get him. Saw Micky Rooney and Ernest Borgnine plus loads
of James Bond Lovelies... Had a chat with both Charlie Duke and Bruce McCandless. Charlie remembers his visit to Yorkshire in 2005; we had
a good laugh over it. A friend of mine, Chris Lee of the Midlands Spaceflight Society said that just after Fredo Haise's talk the school burnt
down and Charlie replied '...well that's Fred Haise for you, he's bad luck! Apollo 13, his plane crash and now the school!' He also said that he‘s
been emailed by Ken and had discussions about coming back again and opening the school. I shewed him some pictures (in my camera) that I
had took of the moon, I said 'recognise this?' and he said 'Ya, I once took some like them!' he added 'Yours are nearly as good as mine'. I was
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well chuffed at that! Bruce McCandless and I discussed when we last met and I joked about the gap in our teeth (he has the
same tooth position missing as me) and he went into this long explanation of how the dentist is repairing his root, it‘s taking a
long time. He discussed glues, drilling AND threading! We howled and laughed... Priceless, just priceless, you meet the first
(well second...) man to make an untethered space walk and all we can do is talk about teeth... Now, who's off to the dentist
next? I went in Feb and I am perfect, nya, nya, nya! Left there about 13:30-ish, shot up M6 — stopped at Nantwich to 'conduct
business' then zoomed to Bury and 'conducted more business', ended up with a 3-inch refractor, a Prinz 660 with Star-Diagonal,
3 x eyepieces, and a finder!!! £10 the lot!!! Next we visited Peter Drew at the Amateur Astronomy Centre who gave me a 2-in
focuser and a damaged EQ mount — £20 for the lot. Not a bad return for £30... Tea in Leeds, home for 21:30 and 300 odd
miles later...
2009 April 25, Saturday, Yorkshire Gliding Club, Roulston Scar, Sutton Bank
Earliest Young Moon Watch Programme.
The first appearance of the Crescent Moon each month is a challenge for amateur astronomers and is important for the start
day of each Islamic Lunar Calendar. On Saturday 25th April York Astronomical Society members gathered to look for the crescent at Roulston Scar escarpment near Sutton Bank, Thirsk, North Yorkshire with the kind permission of the York Gliding Club.
A 17 hour old crescent was spotted and photographed by YAS member Glen Berry using his 70mm Williams Optics refractor
telescope. It is very unusual to see the crescent at less than 24 hours old. To be exact it was 16 hours and 53 minutes old when
first seen at 9.15 PM BST. The time of this image was 09.20, so 16 hours 58 minutes old. New Moon was at 04.22 AM BST.
Qamar Uddin was delighted with the sighting and reported it to the UK Islamic Calendar authority, the UK Council of Muslim
Scholars. The time of the visual sighting of the crescent, by naked eye, is used to determine the start of each month. There is an
element of competition as to who sees it first, and there are discussions about accepting the validity of a sighting with binoculars or telescopes. Philip Jennings also photographed the crescent and was justifiably very pleased with his achievement. When
photographed the crescent was almost invisible to the naked eye — the power of digital cameras and telescopes were required
to make it visible. Other YAS members who took part in this special observing session were Martin Dawson, Andy Lawson,
Paul Buglass. Friends who were also there were included Carolyn Lawson, who first spotted the crescent with her excellent
eyesight. — Martin Whillock
WE SAW IT! Glen saw it first after ages of frantic searching amongst the clouds. And he and Philip Jenkins actually managed
taking some pictures! Qamar was grinning and beaming! We had a good turn out, PaulB and his lass, with young Michael in
tow, the Family Lawson was there, Glen and two of his chums, Young Philip and his ma plus me. We also saw Mercury and
Saturn, The Gliding Club at Sutton Bank say we can have a spot up there! — Martin Dawson
As MartinD said we went to Sutton bank looking for the line that was the new moon (see pics in the Yahoo site folder ‘New
Moon’) after finding that we had a quick look at Saturn in MD's scope and then set off looking for a good dark site. We had a
steady drive up on to the moors and pulled into a lay-by a few miles after Hutton-le-hole, had very clear horizon we had a bit
of light in the north and the west, but to the south and east was stunning, overhead was just awash with stars :). We set up with
my 10" telescope and Gareth with his 127mm Maksutov. Gareth started off looking at Saturn looking very nice. I looked up
towards M51 and was very happy to see some detail in the arms, after that I moved down to look at Albireo and Gareth moved
to M13 and then M57. After chatting and watching satellites passing across the sky we had a look at a double star in Draco
and we then found the Leo triplet in my scope and M13. By this time (about
midnight) Gareth and Jules startied getting some stick from me as they both
Meet
started saying ‘I’m cold’ (wimps), so we had a quick look for the Leo triplet
in Gareth’s scope but we could only see 2 out of the 3. We then had a slow
Charlie...
pack up and looked to the east to see the Milky Way slowly rising. So, we
were pleased with this site, we had a good night and got home about 02:30.
— Glen
Excellent report Glen, sounds like it could be a good site to add to YAS locations for future observing sessions. I wondered how long you would stay out
observing after we left the gliding club after the successful Crescent observing. Nice to see the image on the Yahoo group. Well done. Could you send me
the original (highest quality so I can play with it to try and bring out the contrast and detail more?) — Paul Buglass
2009 May 1, Friday, Priory Street Centre, YAS Meeting Number 801, 23
Attendees. Informal Evening
One of the best nights in the YAS calendar. First up was Philip Jennings who
discussed Transient Lunar Phenomenon. Using Powerpoint he shewed some
equipment for detecting such phenomenon on the moon. Even today some
astronomers accept the phenomenon while some don‘t; one idea is it‘s the result of out-gassing. Next up was Qamar and Glen
who shewed some images from the previous Saturday‘s attempts at seeing the newest new moon and start the Islamic Lunar
Calendar. I then popped up and shewed some pictures of the AE(Luton) 12-in that we now have and was housed at Durham
University. I followed this up shewing examples of spirit levels and how to mount one. Black Holes by Mark Dowson was
next. He discussed the evolution and anatomy of Cygnus X-1. Dave Cook of Harrogate AS transcribed Mark‘s talk for HAS‘s
‗Starry Messenger‘ for 8th May 2009
2009 May 15, Friday, Joint meeting with Harrogate Astronomical Society, YAS Meeting Number 802, ?? Attendees
This joint meeting was held at Harrogate AS‘s meeting place in the Harlow Community Centre, Harrogate, as it was their turn
to host the Dr. Alan Chapman Lecture. Dr. Chapman spoke about Thomas Harriot who drew maps of the moon before Galileo
in 1609. His lecture was attended by a huge contingent of York AS members as well as people from Bradford AS. Thomas
Harriot was a very interesting character to quote ‘Born to learning, he tumbled out of his mother’s womb into the arms of the
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Oxford Muses’. He was involved in the politics of
court during the reign of Queen Elizabeth the First.
He entered the household of Sir Walter Raleigh and
went to sea —just the once— to visit Virginia
where he surveyed the site of Roanoake. He met
Leonard Diggs (who it is claimed built a telescope
before the Dutch or Galileo). They discussed
whether comets are in the atmosphere or in space,
he worked out they were in space. He got hold of a
‗Dutch Trunk‘ in 1608 October and pointed it at the
moon and over a period of time drew 13 charts of
the moon in remarkable detail. The charts are held
in Chichester Library. An excellent talk, as always
delivered by Dr Chapman and at one point to the
accompaniment of an equally excellent thunderstorm with lightning, it could not have been better
timed! Next year sees Dr Chapman visit the York
Astronomical Society, be there…

...and his friends...

2009 June 05, Friday, Priory Street Centre, YAS Meeting Number 803, 38 Attendees
Professor Michael Merrifield of the University of Nottingham presented ‗The Centre of Our Galaxy, Black Holes, Rare Stars
and Cosmic Mayhem‘. Paul Buglass‘ report from the YAS Yahoo site...
Hi All, Last night's YAS meeting was an excellent occasion and I thoroughly enjoyed the talk from Prof Michael Merrifield
from Nottingham University. For those of you who couldn’t make it to the meeting his talk covered the centres of galaxies and
the massive black holes most galaxies harbour there. He paid particular attention to our own galaxy and explained the various ways observations can be made to ‘see through’ the obscuring dust and actually observe the orbits of stars around the
black hole at the centre of our galaxy. He spoke with obvious enthusiasm and knowledge on the subject, and received many
interesting questions at the end. For those interested in Dr Merrifield's sideline of Astronomical 3D laser-etched crystal
blocks, his website for ‘Crystal Nebulae’ can be found at: http://crystalnebulae.co.uk/index.html
Last night also saw the launch of Martin and Glenn's sponsored Lyke Wake walk, which will take place on August 15th to
raise funds for YAS, so come on everyone and give them some sponsorship :-). All funds will go to YAS. The weather was a
little wet after the meeting, so I don’t know how many headed off to the YAS Observatory after the meeting, but I'm sure a few
brave souls went anyway. I had to head straight home so missed out on the extra chance for chatting. Clear, dark skies.
— Paul B, York, UK
Excellent report Paul, will use it in the next instalment of Astronomer's Diary in Algol 76. Speaking of which Algol 75 is now
out and available for collection at any meeting. After last night‘s event, Neil Jackson, Simon and me went to the Obs and
ooooh did it rain! Surprisingly the Portakabin is very quiet in side while the container is very noisy from the drumming rain. I
have rearranged some of the material on the notice board and put up a laminated OS map of York centering on Rufforth. May
help new time visitors plot their route home. I did notice on Paul's current listings of members a lot of people who have not
renewed there subscriptions. If you are still in the YAS family please do renew as it helps with the running of our society,
Thank you in anticipation. Regards and bests to all, Martin Dawson. [Think I need to do this too! — Alex, Ed]
2009 June 13, Saturday, Second Saturday Working Party, The YAS 5 th Observatory
See… Algol 75, Page 17, May 2009, for reference to MartinW2‘s ‗Mk1 Patented Door lock, Handle and Finger Trapper‘.
2009 June 19, Friday, Priory Street Centre, YAS Meeting Number 804, 27 Attendees
The Victorian Time Machine by Mark Dawson of Whitby AS. I was
busy this weekend and made an effort to get to this talk. I was not disappointed. The Bruce Observatory at Whitby houses a Cooke refractor
that laid disused for years. Mark and his friends helped restore and rebuild the observatory and its telescope.
2009 June 20, Saturday, The YAS 5 th Observatory
On this, the shortest night of the year, Paul Buglass, Philip Holmes,
Neil Jackson, James Barwell, Qamar, Barry, John Cork, & his friends
Charles & Ryan and myself have a observation session. We saw Iridium
90 at 22:40 and a beautiful blue sky way to the north. It was so still and
quiet around midnight. Next year please do join us and experience the
shortest night. Charles shewed his latest acquisition, a Towa table
mounted telescope.
2009 June 30, Tuesday, Stargate Observatory, Bolton Percy, York
I closed the Obs about 11pm as some broken cloud covered the first
quarter Moon, and when I next looked out, gone midnight, the whole
sky was clogged and there was a thick mist descending all around. I
enjoyed my observing of the Moon and Saturn, and hopefully today I
can try and find Jupiter around noon? 302 messages in June is a record
for the York Astronomy group, and there's still 16 hours to go :-).
Clear, dark skies. — Paul Buglass
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2009 July 03, Friday, Priory Street Centre, YAS Meeting Number 805, 32 Attendees
Martin Whipp tonight presented ‗A Yorkie Down Under‘ in what must have been one of the best if not the best talk we have
had in ages. If you missed Martin‘s talk you missed a treat and shame on you, he had some stunning photography of some
equally stunning scenery, lots of humour (loved the beer advert ‘So Freaking Big’), his adventures really came across and although his talk ran for around 1hr 45minutes, I for one could have watched all night. Well done Ed…
2009 July 11, Second Saturday Working Party, The YAS 5 th Observatory
Michael & Paul Buglass, Barry Beckwith, Jon Cork, Martin Whillock, Phillip Holmes and James Barlow had a good session
today. Michael collected a big handful of nails and screws from the pad — there are still a lot of car tyre puncturing things all
over the pad. Other jobs included a desk/shelf on the deck. The addition of a fuse to protect the thin red lights‘ wire. More grass
and earth clearing. Sealing the joints on the store roof cladding. Installing a work bench in the store/workshop and some bins &
racking — thanks Barry. Marking out an East-West line in chalk for easy telescope alignment to North — just put 2 feet of
your tripod on the line. The line needs to be checked for accuracy before painting. There was also some eating and talking! The
big Plans table is outside again — any suggestions as to what to do with it? Shall I offer it to the Gliding Club? The next Working Party day is 8th August, when Barry & Mary & Mike are coordinating a BBQ. This is also the day of the National Large
Model Aircraft meeting. To access the Obs, go via the Gliding Club Office, not through the Large Models gate. For the dedicated some may stay late for some Perseids. (The peak will be on the following Wednesday 12th August).
2009 July 11, Saturday, cont’d...
From the latest SPA Popular Astronomy magazine: Phil Shepherdson's red 1970's baked bean can Newtonian will be in the
‗Cosmos and Culture‘ exhibition in the Science Museum, London from 23rd July. Admission is free. Well done Phil. If anyone
gets to see it, please take a photo for the YAS archive. [See also the article in this issue of Algol! — Alex, Ed]
2009 July 12, Sunday, Stargate Observatory, Bolton Percy, York
Well, the launch was cancelled for 24 hours due to poor weather (clouds) within the launch area, but I had a great night out in
my observatory. Started off watching various programs on BBC iPlayer on the PC in the Obs, including the recent sky at night
which was talking to Gene Cernan, and was most interesting, then a couple of other programs about the Apollo missions, etc.
During this time I was also observing M13, M57 and M11 under far from dark skies, before popping outside to watch the ISS
pass at about 22:33pm. It was bright and was being led by about 25 degrees by the progress re-supply ship which had moved
away from the station earlier in the day after a close approach to test automatic docking systems. I had clear skies and the
whole pass was visible with a max elevation of 48 degrees and magnitude -3.2 for the ISS. I was surprised how bright the progress ship was, being much smaller than the ISS, but it was clearly visible and on it’s own I would have considered it a very
bright satellite. I watched them both head off to the WNW horizon before they faded into the distance. Then back to the Obs
and as the sky darkened more I decided to have a go for some of the southerly Messier objects in Sagittarius, which are difficult to observe from the UK, and especially this far north at this time of year. Much to my surprise and delight I was able to
observe several objects I’ve not seen before, and a full observing report will follow tomorrow. I had NASA TV playing on the
PC now to follow the shuttle launch, and their main concern was approaching clouds which may be a problem. As midnight
approached I went outside to once again see the ISS and Progress pass over at 12:03am. Again it was a high pass at a maximum of 48 degrees elevation and again the progress and ISS were both clear, and both appeared much brighter than the previous pass simply due to the darker sky 90 minutes later. Going back into the Obs I set about observing a few more Messiers, and
then heard that the launch was to be postponed 24 hours due to the clouds. At this point I finished off a few more objects before
parking the scope, powering down the Obs, and locking up to come inside and write this quick report. Let’s hope for clear skies
again tomorrow night, with a slightly smaller but practical chance of observing the shuttle this time if the launch takes place.
Will the weather co-operate on Monday night? We will have to see. — Paul Buglass
2009 July 17, Friday, Priory Street Centre, YAS Meeting Number 806, ?? Attendees
‗Star Formation‘ by Professoer Paola Casselli. I missed this eventide‘s entertainment as I was on the great north road heading
home. But from what I heard it was an excellent talk.
2009 July 20, Stargate Observatory, Bolton Percy, York
Hi All, I had to leave the house at 3:15am this morning to collect number one daughter and her friend from Manchester Airport, and the sky was fantastic! Jupiter was high in the south and shining brightly, to the NE was a fine crescent Moon rising as
the sky lightened, and just to the East from the Moon was a brilliant Venus. To top it all there was a huge amount of noctilucent
clouds to the North. It made the drive much more enjoyable. — Paul Buglass
2009 July 24, Friday, The YAS 5th Observatory, Rufforth
A good night at the obs. The weather was good with the clouds fading away as darkness fell. A 2 day old crescent Moon was
spotted above the trees in the west as the sun was setting. MW1 was working on the observing deck, a new table was installed
in the Cabin. Linda and Michael had a walk around the Area enjoying the evening air. MW2 arrived with his rather nifty mirror mount binoculars. Phil arrived with some nice plastic mouldings to go on the red lights to protect the 12V from being accidentally shorted. Yvonne arrived with her friend and had a tour of the Obs, and a ad-hoc training session on the use of the 4½"
reflector loan scope. The 3 white wardrobe units went to meet their maker in a blaze of glory, which will hopefully be immortalised in time lapse by MW1. I left about 10:30ish to take a sleepy Michael and Linda home, while the rest remained to enjoy
the clearing skies. All in all a good night was had by all. — Paul Buglass
... and then around 23:00 me and Our Lass tipped up. Martin W1 had given a heads up about an Iridium at around 23:20 and so
after frantic settings up of camera we were ready. It was a very good one although one wag was overheard to comment '...Is
that it?'. Mmmmm... MartinW1 took us on a quick tour of the Obs to shew his handiwork off. The very much tidier electrics
look very good and the two new lights in the Portakabin really look far more professional than a bit of bent metal, plus with the
trunking and the wood cladding on the bridge now, the Obs is looking really smart. MartinW1 has drawn up a list of some 30+
jobs, it just shews a project like this is never finished...
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I don't know, I disappear for a few weeks and come back to see loads done, hey there's an idea, keep disappearing and when u
tip up more jobs and work will be finished without lifting a finger! There must be pixies and fairies in the copse next door doing
the work... MartinW2 shewed off his 'Patented Mk1 Mirroo and Binoo Machine' that the Easingwold Observatory has recently
built and very interesting views it gives too. You look down instead of up; this saves your back and neck BUT left is right and
up is down! All jolly good un-trying to track a object. (Thinks... I wonder where the mirror came from...) Phil and Paul Mackay
had various pieces of equipment set up — PhilH shewed his latest invention 'Patented Vac-form Lite Shades'. I think an article
could be in the offing Phil... PaulM discussed his 'Patented Steam Punk Key Board' for his Babbage Engine and what he needs
to do next. The project has slowed of late but he intends to get back up to steam... Well, that’s all, but sounds like a really good
night was had by all... Regards — MartinD
2009 August 01, Saturday, The YAS 5th Observatory Rufforth
Hi Spacefans... Yesterday eventide saw Martin-double-u-1, Barry & John, Martin-double-u-2, and me, recovering from Pig Flu
Glen 'Mr-oink-oink' himself! And what jolly japes and laughs we did have! We cracked on and started on one of the upper parts
of the walls in the Bridge, with cross members and noggins and made a start at cladding. MW2 and Glen discussed the finer
points of Glen's ‗Patented-Video-Conference-Observing-Machine' with a whole preponderance of wires, batteries, inverters and
other gizmos. Of course the fire gods had to be appeased with a splendid blaze of rubbish! The eventide was concluded with a
good old gobbing session as I haven't seen me ol' mucker Glen in yonks. A very good evening, even if the weather let us
down...
2009 August 09, Sunday, The YAS 5th Observatory Rufforth
I don't know about anyone else, but I reckon last night's (2009 August 10) BBQ was great. Very well attended it was truly a fun
filled family event. The 'HOBLING' surpassed expectations. Having a clear sky both during the day and at night meant that
early arrivals could take in the magnificent flying and static displays of the Large Flying Model T and also some good food and
some great views in the evening of Jupiter and other objects that were available via the vast array of scopes. In addition to the
Society scopes, many members brought their own. Several guests appeared after the flying display finished. In particular the
raging inferno attracted the attention of a fire crew and appliance that rushed to the scene and made an unsuccessful attempt
at dowsing the flames. This was not surprising, as the tender was only about 18" long and probably only carried a pint of water. Watch out for something to appear on the horizon from Mr. Whipp. As you can imagine he did not let the opportunity pass
to record the event. Many thanks have to go to all those that provided help and support in the form of food, drink, labour and
seating. Well done everyone. — Barry Beckwith
I'll second that Barry. An excellent YAS occasion full of good things. excellent weather, good chatter, fantastic food and nibbles, well done to everyone who made it such an enjoyable success. The last diehards left just after 1am, and I was tucked up in
bed by 1:35am dreaming of miniature fire engines fighting huge bonfires, and fireball meteors. It looks likely to be clear tonight so I'll fire up my obs and do some visual observing of Jupiter to see if the views are as good as they were last night. Hope
the weather is clear for Wednesday night for the peak of the Perseids meteor shower. — Paul Buglass
Spacefans, What can one say? If you missed it, you missed one of the best — if not, the best — YAS events for years. Good
grub, drink, company and what a venue! Am not sure how many people attended but I guess the number was (nearly) exceeded
by the number of hobbies... Photography, video, palm held computers, flying model aeroplanes, gliding (more anon), full size
aeroplanes, motorcycles, binoculars, telescopes, bonfires and lord knows what else was discussed! There was a huge harem of
telescopes on view plus the showing off of the Bridge in its new guise ...and then the grub. I was pleased my chilli-con-carne
went down a treat, did I hear some people say '...I don't like chilli...' but they were soon converted... So, when we doing it
again? The astronomy was pretty spectacular As well as a new full moon and Jupiter. We caught sight of a Iridium and a buetiful fireball who's trail lasted some minutes. Perhaps the strangest sight was a star or satellite that flared up and faded over some
minutes, thing is it was stationary... Not sure what was going on there... So, when we up for a repeat 'YAStock'*
Regards and bests to all, Martin Dawson
*YAStock = Woodstock... ;-)

Victorious for personal and YAS reasons!

2009 August 16, Sunday, The Lyke Wake Walk
Dear all, as you will be aware, the YAS attempt to complete
the Lyke Wake walk took place yesterday, and I am happy to
announce that we completed it successfully! The team were
getting well ahead of time in the early stages, but then due to
slightly rough weather up on the tops and having to take
longer and longer pitstops at the checkpoint to deal with our
increasingly poor feet, we ended up behind time. But the main
thing is we completed the walk, coming in to the trig point at
Ravenscar at 23:40 last night, a total time of 20hrs 40mins.
Well done to all of those involved. — Martin Whipp

Martin. I would like to echo the 'well done' to you all. I
would say that 'slightly rough' was really understating the
condition when you set off on stage 4. Gale force wind and
driving rain was enough to test the resolve of many a hardened hiker. No-one can say you have not earned every penny
of the sponsor money that is to be used for. I have just read
your other post about the camcorder problems and could not
be more sorry. John put his heart and soul into making sure you had some good footage. All is not lost though, as I have a lot
of quality photos of all activity up to you setting off on stage 4. When do you want them? I could bring to you, or you can call
round here. It's up to you. — Barry Beckwith [Also, please see elsewhere in this issue! - Alex, Ed]
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2009 August 16, Sunday, Stargate Observatory, Bolton Percy, York
I was out observing a bit last night (should have been sleeping after the all nighter for the LWW), but the sky was clear and a
friend was round who has never had clear skies on a visit before, so out we went at 11:30pm. We observed a few of the more
spectacular deep sky objects: M13, M11, M57, double cluster, M31, etc, and then finished with Jupiter which was looking very
good despite only being 20 degrees or so in altitude at the time. I saw Neptune was nearby, but didn't have the energy to find it.
Maybe on the next clear night? — Paul Buglass
2009 August 16, Sunday, Easingwold Observatory, Easingwold, North Riding of Yorkshire
Neptune? Has anyone seen Neptune recently? It’s near Jupiter. I looked for it during a rare clear night in Easingwold last
night, but could not find it. — Martin Whillock.
2009 August 25, Tuesday, Stargate Observatory, Bolton Percy, York
I didn't spend much time observing last night due to being very tired. Sky was nice, but wet around the edges. Mag 5 at the
zenith, and Jupiter was looking good, but my intentions of imaging Jupiter went out the window in favour of bed :-). Forecast is
for clear spells tonight, so I may struggle out and fire up the webcam for some Jupiter imaging tonight if the gaps look big
enough. Was there some talk of a burning tonight? — Paul Buglass
2009 August 25, Tuesday, cont’d...
Clear tonight! Heads up. Sorry if you were left hanging about wondering if I was going to turn up last night Paul. Completely
forgot — very shortly after I posted that question, I was evicted from my own room by my 18mth old nephew who needed to go
to sleep. I couldn't get back to the PC, and was tired myself too, so disappeared up to the loft to edit a video instead. The MD
Rocket launch film is now complete — will be posting in the next few days. It's called ‘Houston, we have a problem...’ :o) —
Martin Whipp
2009 August 29, Saturday, YAS Observatory Rufforth
Dear MartinD, I’m so glad I made the effort to get up at that time of day (4am) and get down to the pad. When I arrived just
about 4:20am, Glen was there and we saw the tail end of an ISS pass just fading to the left of Orion. The Mk2 Dobsonian was
out and we observed M42 for the first time this ‘winter’. We watched the launch live on NASA TV on my laptop, and then at the
appointed time started to scan the Western horizon for something moving. We had no idea how bright or not it would be, and
the sky was quite bright at the time with only one or two faint stars visible in the West and Southwest. Then, even more West
than we were expecting, it was spotted, both the shuttle and the tank, very bright and tearing along at about twice the speed the
ISS goes over. I was amazed by how bright they were even against the brightening pre-dawn sky. Very easy to see and the colour difference was clear between the white shuttle and the orange external tank. Sorry you couldn't be there because you would
have LOVED it! Well done on the Cooke catalogue and the meal though :-). Might not be many, if any, opportunities to do
what we did last night ever again. Launches to the ISS are limited by the retirement date, and may not occur at times of year,
or day, or with clear skies, where the shuttle and tank are properly illuminated and can be seen :-( You might just have missed
the last chance ever... BUT remember what Monty Python say ‘No-one expects the Spanish Inquisition!’ — Paul Buglass
2009 September 04, Friday, Priory Street Centre, YAS Meeting Number 807, ?? Attendees
The ‗New Season Kick-Off Meeting‘ was well received, I for one always like the first meeting after a summer recess. First up
was John locket who showed how to massage a digital image and create a work of art from what is, well really a bad picture.
Martin Whipp shewed two videos next. The first was a video of YAS members Paul, Buglass, Glen and Martin at the YAS
Observatory watching the launch of Discovery and the second film was an attempt at launching a model rocket at the Observatory: It did work, it was just the landing… Martin was then joined by Glen who discussed their Lyke Wake Walk adventures
and this neatly moved onto Glen discussing his Great North Run adventures. Followed by me discussing the site of where the
Martians landed and the opening shots in the 1899 war when Earth was invaded by Martians… I also shewed some moon filters and Phil Shepherdson‘s Big Red Telescope.. Paul Buglass rounded things off with a YAS Observation programme to look
at Delphinus the Dolphin. Paul has created a observation sheet that can be downloaded from the YAS web site.
2009 September 12, Saturday, YAS Observatory Rufforth
Hi All, Last night (2009 September 11) at the Observatory we started off nice and clear with a glorious sunset, but the forecasted clear skies failed to materialise, much to our disappointment. I had set up a large telescope when I arrived at about
7pm, and the skies were looking really good at that point, but later in the evening I had to pack it all away again. The objective
had been to try the YAS observing challenge in Delphinus (see the YAS web site for your own copy of the observing challenge
info sheet), but it may have to wait until tonight if it's clear. There were passes of the ISS, the shuttle last night, (on it's penultimate orbit before landing), and possibly the recently launched Japanese HSV re-supply spacecraft, but alas, the clouds rolled
in. Even checking the latest BBC weather forecast showed a clear night all night, but the cloud came from somewhere. There
were 7 of us there all in, and most started to drift away not too long after 9pm. However, I did manage to see the ISS pass at
about 9:25pm through some broken gaps in the clouds and watched it pass into the Earth's shadow just past the South. It was
still an enjoyable evening with good company, and the quiet nature of the obs site is always a pleasure to visit. I expect the
skies did clear much later on in the night, as it was a clear dawn sky, but I was asleep by then :-) — Paul Buglass
2009 September 12, Saturday, YAS Observatory Rufforth
Hi All, We had a productive morning at the Observatory working party today (Saturday). Martin W2, Richard, Glen and I were
there, and we busied ourselves with working towards putting a light in the workshop container. Martin and Richard installed a
length of steel armoured cable from the power box in the Portakabin out and into the workshop area. It will need extending,
connecting and a suitable switch installing as the next steps. Myself and Glen, set about building a Heath Robinson light fitting
for the 12V 20W low energy bulb we got off eBay, and this was completed and is now ready for fitting somewhere suitable in
the workshop once the power is sorted. It's a large looking affair with a mirror behind the bulb to maximise the light output
and has a curved metal grill to protect the mirror and bulb from any accidental impacts in the workshop environment. Does
anyone have a spare pull-cord light switch we could have, and any spare (thickish) twin and earth cable? — Paul Buglass
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NGC 7479 — part of the Autumn 2009
YAS Observing Challenge.
2009 September 15, Tuesday, Stargate Observatory, Bolton Percy, York
Hi All, Here is a report for my observing session last night (15th). The sky was quite clear with only some small patches of high
cloud visible, so I opened up my Observatory at about 8:30pm and after aligning on Jupiter, I began to observe the planet
carefully. At this time of night Jupiter is still quite low down, around 25 degrees, and consequently there was some severe atmospheric mushyness at times. All 4 of Jupiter's moons were visible, 3 to one side and the fourth well off on the opposite side.
The main and lesser equatorial belts showed well, and at moments of steady seeing I could see more detail in the belts including two areas of darker features symmetrically spaced on the Southern main EB. I did my initial observing at 130x, which gave
a crisp image, but later, when using 260x, despite the image being softer, and more prone to seeing effects, when a steady moment came there was good detail to be seen. Next I moved on to Neptune, and the first go-to didn't show the planet in the FOV.
It took me a while to work out why not but I eventually realised I had entered the date as the 5th September rather than the
15th, and this had made the difference in missing Neptune after having aligned on Jupiter. I reset the mount's date and time,
performed a realignment on Jupiter, and this time a go-to Neptune showed a small but obvious disc with a hint of pale blue
colour. Nothing spectacular to observe, but a thrill knowing it was the most distant planet in our solar system. I then moved
back to Jupiter and spent more time observing before deciding it was time for some deep sky objects.
What better targets than the YAS Observing Challenge presented at the recent ‘New Season Kick-off’ meeting. This consisted of 4 deep sky objects in Delphinus, and an observing guide can be downloaded from the YAS website. The first target
was the star Gamma Delphinus, which is a nice coloured double star. At 130x the separation was clear, but the colour contrast
was not great. Moving up to 260x gave a larger separation, and now the difference in colour between the two stars was more
obvious. The brighter star was an orangey yellow colour and the slightly less bright companion was a definite delicate shade of
pale blue, at least to my eyes. I hasten to add that I did not use go-to when locating these observing challenge objects, instead
relying on my finder, a star chart, and the mount's manual slewing controls. My next target was NGC 6934, which is the larger
and brighter of the two globular clusters on the challenge list. At a magnitude of 8.9, it was easily visible in my C14, and
averted vision brought out more details in the cluster and many stars could be resolved across its face. The next object was the
much dimmer and smaller NGC 7006, another globular cluster. This cluster was much smaller and fainter at magnitude 10.6,
but still easily visible in the C14 at 260x. Again the use of averted vision gave a definite sparkle of stars in the core of the cluster. This cluster is very distant and is believed to be at a similar distance from us as the Magellenic clouds, at about 185,000
LY away, which is well outside the disc of our galaxy. My final object in the challenge list was the small but relatively bright
planetary nebula NGC 6905. At a magnitude of 11.9 you would expect this object to be quite dim, but it is also quite small, so
the light is spread over a smaller area leading to a relatively high surface brightness. What this means is that at the eyepiece I
found it jumped out and was clear to see at 260x. Neatly framed in a small triangle of stars, the nebula is slightly unevenly
elongated off round, and has a definite brighter area in the centre. Some hint of structure around the edges was evident too
with averted vision. All in all I was impressed with this object and would rate it as easier to observe than NGC 7006 in terms of
brightness and detail. I experimented with holding a 1¼" UHC filter in front of the eyepiece (I don't have a 2" UHC filter), and
it did darken the background sky considerably, while leaving the nebula's brightness and detail almost untouched. This had the
desired effect of making the nebula look more contrasty, and enhancing the apparent detail visible around the edges.
Having completed the 4 objects in the YAS observing challenge I now felt like seeing a bright globular cluster, to compare
with the faint ones I had just observed, so I moved the scope to M13 in Hercules. The comparison was truly stunning with M13
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appearing huge and bright, filling half the FOV at 260x. I spent some minutes just letting my eye roam around the cluster, taking in the dark lanes making up the Y-shaped ‘propeller’ feature, and also the chains of stars which appear to swing off from
M13. While in the area I also observed M27, the Dumbbell nebula, and M57 the Ring Nebula. Both of these objects are old
favourites in the late summer and early autumn skies, and are always good to visit and spend some time enjoying. M27 was
bright and showed the ‘wings’ filling the gaps between the ‘bow-tie’ lobes. M57 showed the beautiful ring perfectly, with a
clear interior glow and definite structure indicated around the edges. One field star was visible very near to the nebula, but the
elusive central star was not seen. I've yet to visually observe this planetary nebula's central star, but at magnitude 16 it is likely
I will have to try with a larger scope. It may just be possible with my 16" Dob under the best dark skies Kielder has to offer, so I
will definitely try in October when up at Kielder for the Autumn Star Camp which runs from the 14th to the 19th of October this
year.
After spending some time up near the zenith, I decided to try to observe a couple of less well visited globular clusters down
near the horizon in the south. These were M30 in Capricorn and M75 in Sagittarius. M30 had only just cleared some trees I
have on my southern horizon, and was visible as a faint fuzzy round patch, and averted vision brought out some speckling of
stars and a definite ‘line’ to one side caused by one or two brighter stars. I only have a short window of time for observing
objects low down in the south, so I made the most of this by moving west to M75, which was fainter than M30, but still visible
despite being down in the mushy air and suffering the consequences of ‘atmospheric extinction’, which can reduce an objects
apparent magnitude by 1 or 2 magnitudes, simply by virtue of the large volume of atmosphere the line of sight is passing
through for objects this near to the horizon. From here I felt like a challenging galaxy and moved to try and locate NGC 891, a
large edge on galaxy in Andromeda. The scope gave me the expected location, but I could not see it in the eyepiece. I began to
manually move the scope around the area, in ever increasing circles, until I soon saw just the vaguest hint of an elongated
patch of grey, slightly brighter than the background sky. I only just managed to locate this object visually, perhaps due to experience, but I think a more casual observer would have failed to see it. I have seen this galaxy before from dark sky locations
such as Kielder, where it and its central dark lane were obvious, and also once from my observatory previously, where the view
was less clear than at Kielder, but still better than it was last night. I put the extreme faintness of NGC 891 last night down to a
lighter sky in the ENE part of the sky, perhaps due to a slight haziness caused by thin high level clouds. Time was marching on
by now and I had a early morning too, so I parked the scope, powered everything down, cleared away my eyepieces and closed
up the observatory just as the village clock struck 11pm. I was tucked up in bed by 11:10pm and grateful for an enjoyable 2 and
a half hours of observing. — Paul Buglass
2009 September 18, Friday, Priory Street Centre, YAS Meeting Number 808, 33 Attendees
Mr Rod Hine of the Bradford Astronomical Society tonight presented ‗Heavenly Bodies with Magnetic Personality‘. Rod spoke
to us in 2000 and give a excellent presentation on a complicated subject, I would add I like Rod‘s easy going manner and delivery – he interacts with the audience – a lot of professionals could learn a lot from him, well done Rod.
2009 September 20, Sunday, Stargate Observatory, Bolton Percy, York
Hi All, I'm glad I persevered and went out in the Observatory for a while because eventually it did become reasonably clear :-).
It took about 20 minutes just to get a gap big enough to align on Altair, but after that the holes in the clouds came more frequently, and by 10:30pm it was mainly clear and clearing more as time passed. I was able to observe all the objects I have
selected for the upcoming YAS ‘Pegasus Observing Challenge’ (without using GO-TO), and believe me, some of them are very
challenging indeed, and pushed even my experienced deep sky eyes to their limits of visual acuity. Four out of five of the objects
were ones which I hadn't observed before, and I was able to observe galaxies down to Mag 12.7 (surface brightness Mag 13.5),
and this was in a sky with a naked eye limiting magnitude (NELM) of about 5 at best. The fifth and most difficult object on the
list to observe was NGC 7320, which is the ‘brightest’ member of Stephan's Quintet. I was able to see it as a faint patch, with
hints of at least 2 of the other fainter members of the group. This was with a 15mm eyepiece, giving about 260x magnification
in my 14" SCT. I think all of the challenge objects should be visible using the YAS 12" LX200, however the last one will need
the sky to be very dark and transparent. I'll try all 5 objects again next month, while I am at Kielder, to give a direct comparison of the difference a really dark sky makes when searching out very faint targets. After finishing with a satisfying first time
observation of Stephan's Quintet, I powered down the observatory, locked it up and came in at about 11:30pm. — Paul Buglass
2009 September 30, Wednesday, Knavesmire Road, Public Star Party
The first Star Party on the Knavesmire for this season started with quite a bit of cloud unfortunately but cleared around 20:30.
M31 was one of the first objects of interest, thanks to Glen who brought down the Mk.1A Dobsonian (which I must add looks
very good now its exterior is clean). We had quite a few new people who were very interested in the YAS activities, lets hope
their interest increases and they join. One gentleman, Mark, had a very nice Celestron through which we looked at Jupiter at
one point I put my Takahashi 30mm on it and we were all amazed at the view. Qamar, Neil, Glen, Paul Buglass, John Lockett
and myself attended as well as new member —Linda— and a couple of other regulars. Glen was moaning about a ‗…giant light
bulb in the sky…‘ it took a while for his comment to register with me when I realised it was some wise crack about the moon…
2009 October 02, Friday, Priory Street Centre, YAS Meeting Number 809, 55 Attendees
Annual General‘s Meeting, a lot of people don‘t like these AGM‘s, I guess the 55 who turned up thought otherwise! New Generals were elected and selected for the various posts on the Committee and are raring to go for the 2009/10 season. This was
followed up by Paul ‗Bambi-Magic‘ Money who told us about his recent adventures travelling first to Russia and then taking a
trip on a nuclear powered ice-breaker to the North Pole. This talk was brilliant, I for one enjoyed it, but forget his tales of adventure and seeing the total solar eclipse, forget visiting the north pole and Franz Josef land… The highlight for me? Seeing
that young polar bear that Paul filmed, it was brilliant but it was sad, you could see some thing was wrong, was it the look in its
eyes? Or the fact it was skinny? Not sure but I would finally add to this marathon Astronomer‘s Diary, turn off those lights in
your home when you don‘t need them, don‘t use so much power or waste so much energy than necessary and when you use
your car, try and combine a few jobs at once. Just a thought…

— Martin Dawson
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Lunar
Section
by Phil Shepherdson
has many rilles to explore and perhaps ponder upon as to
their origin and possible historical evolution.

Frills with Rilles
Approximately at five days into the Moon‘s cycle the terminator unveils a magnificent sight of Mare Nectar (Sea
of Nectar) with its equally stunning flooded walled plain
Fracastorius. It is a pre-Nectaris crater which appears to
have been subsequently flooded with lava.
An interesting observation however is that if we study the
interior rille (river like line) it appears to follow the Mare
Nectar shoreline. It raises the speculation that perhaps it
represents a fracture caused by the tilting of the floor towards the centre of the Nectaris basin. Could the sheer
weight of lava as the crater was being flooded have ultimately caused this feature?
As the terminator sweeps its relentless way across the
lunar surface it comes as no surprise to find that the Moon

The Director of the BAA Lunar Section Circular Bill
Leatherbarrow, kindly has allowed Algol to reproduce his
amazing picture of the flooded walled plain Fracastorius.
It was taken on 1 April 2009, 18.29 UT, with a 9.25-inch
SCT at f/25, using an astronomical capturing device
called a DMK21 mono camera with red filter. Bill writes
in the Circular (June2009) that his reason for these observations was that, although rilles have traditionally engaged the interest of observers, there is, surprisingly, no
complete work devoted to the proper cataloguing, classification and understanding of them.
So perhaps next time that the Moon is within range of our
telescopes, the challenge is out there. This intrigue over
the rille systems that adorn the lunar surface, may give
added impetus to a deeper study of them?

Fracastorius
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Komfort in Kielder
& Kalkan
By John Lockett

Have you ever wondered why you spend those long cold dark
winter nights shivering outdoors staring at the sky? No, I can‘t
say I have either but I have to confess that as the years drift by I
do yearn for a bit more comfort. Not that I‘m getting soft
though. A few weeks ago I spent a few days in Glencoe with
my son. He‘s bigger, stronger, and does pretty much everything
better and faster than me now, but I can still equal him up a
mountain. In wild weather we traversed the Aonach Eagach
ridge (much scarier than I remembered) an experience made
worse by my trousers disintegrating as a consequence of wind,
rain and rock. It was one of the toughest physical and mental
challenges I think I‘ve ever done. That night I crawled exhausted but satisfied into my sleeping bag but struggled to sleep
on the thin camping mat. Should have packed the airbed. Hmm,
maybe I am getting a bit soft.

So as I prepared for this year‘s Kielder a comfort upgrade was
necessary. Firstly an electric hook-up for light and heat (I didn‘t
leave my fan heater on 24/7 Paul!). For sleep I took a camp
bed, probably as old as me, discovered in my attic, left by a
previous occupier — luxury.
Unfortunately I had to cut my Kielder trip short this time as I
had a holiday booked for the following week; just couldn‘t get
any other dates that worked for both me and my wife. So I went
up a day early to Kielder on the Tuesday to join Paul Buglass
and a few others.
But what‘s this? Kielder mild enough for midges? And dry?
Well, relatively. One of my first tasks was to help push a
camper van out of the mud. Clouds though, and not a star to be
seen. Every conversation contained the phrase: ‗The forecast
for the weekend is for
clear skies.‘ Little comfort
when you are leaving
Friday morning!
So by ten o‘clock Thursday evening I had resigned myself to a starless
but comfortable Kielder
and prepared for bed. As I
walked across to the toilet
block I spotted a fuzzy
solitary star in the north,
straining to be seen
through the cloud blanket.
But in the time it takes for
a man to do what a man‘s
got to do I left the block
to be greeted by a totally
clear sky full of dazzling
jewels. Clouds began to
return but we had a couple of hours of good binocular viewing. The highlight was a truly glorious
Our cover image. Martin
Whipp put together this
image on the Saturday
night after John’s departure: an all-sky star trail
taken at the Kielder
observatory. It covers
approx. 6 hours worth
of exposures. 625 indivdual shots in total.
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view of the Andromeda Galaxy more than filling the view
through my 20x80 binos with a hint of dust lanes. M110 alone
looked better than M31 itself seen from home. A short second
period of patchy gaps followed at 3am. I left on a sunny Friday
morning to return home to pack.
Friday night packing; Saturday morning drive to Manchester
Airport; afternoon fly; evening arrive Kalkan, Turkey — late,
dark but warm.
A week of perfect weather and complete, glorious inactivity.
Clear skies every night, but local light pollution and poor transparency did not provide great viewing. Armed with 10x50 binoculars and Karkoschka‘s Star Atlas — small enough to travel
everywhere — I spotted M72 (but not nearby M73 which is
only 3 or 4 faint stars, not one of the highlights of the catalogue), M77, the Sculptor Galaxy, and a faint hint of the Helix
nebula.
Highlight of the week? Well, after an idyllic lazy day on a
Gulet (a boat trip supposedly for at least eight but due to cancellations just four — us and a delightful Canadian newlywed

couple), snorkelling with fish and lying in the sun, I sat on the
hotel balcony looking at the young moon as the sun set and the
call to prayer from the mosque echoed around the bay, and then
suddenly noticed a bright star next to the moon. I quickly realised it was Antares and if I had done my homework would have
known that there was an occultation visible from the UK (but in
daylight for you guys). Several degrees further east I had the
benefit of darkness but at several degrees further south I soon
realised that it would just miss being occulted in Kalkan. It was
nonetheless beautiful to watch the scintillating giant brush a
mere arc minute beneath the moon. Then as I waited for the taxi
to whisk me off for dinner a casual glance at the sky revealed a
serendipitous iridium flare. Yes, astronomy in comfort.
EPILOGUE
Late flight home, so bonus comfort day in the sun, leaving for
airport early evening as the clouds rolled in — schadenfreude.
Arrive airport; plane delayed four hours; long wait in airport
lounge — not so comfortable. Four hour flight in early hours,
middle seat, no leg room — very negative comfort. Perhaps too
much comfort would break a fundamental law of Physics — the
Fourth law of Thermodynamics?

Shadow of Ganymede

YAS’s Peter Mayhew’s Astronomy Sketch of the Day
Selected on 09-30-09 at http://www.asod.info/
I made a graphite pencil sketch on a white
paper template at the eyepiece, and also
noted colours then. Later I scanned this and
used editing software to make the image a
negative and then added colour.
The view was as seen through my Skywatcher Skyliner-150mm Dobsonian (f8)
with a 10mm eyepiece, giving x120 magnification and 26′ field of view.
The seeing was pretty wobbly at first but
settled. Over about an hour the shadow of
Ganymede traversed from right of centre to
left of centre.
I felt very lucky to see this as there was
100% cloud at 19:00 UT and cloud obscured the view again at 22:00 UT, meaning that clear skies were only present during the shadow transit. I was surprised at
how visible the shadow was, even at low
power with a 25mm eyepiece.
— Peter Mayhew
Object: Jupiter with Ganymede's shadow
and moons Europa, Ganymede, Io, Callisto
Artist: Peter Mayhew
Sketch Date: 09-24-09
Sketch Location: York, UK
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The YAS Lyke Wake
Walk Attempt
August 15th 2009

by Martin Whipp

As most of you will know, I have recently returned back to
York from living in Australia for two years. You may also
know of the unfortunate circumstances under which I returned
– but enough of that. To cut a long story short, once I got back
home I felt for some reason that I needed a personal challenge.
Something big, but not too ridiculous – something that I could
actually achieve if I put my mind and body to the task.

navigational error (I always prefer to use maps rather than written instructions – sorry!) we did it in pretty reasonable time,
averaging about 3.5 mph. Neither Glen or I were any the worse
for it, and we felt like we could have gone round again without
too much trouble, so it was decided that we‘d announce to the
rest of the York AS that the attempt for the big 40-miler was
well and truly ON!

So I texted Glen…

I got some sponsorship forms printed up, and we began the
long task of begging people to sponsor us. We were trying to
raise funds to upgrade the disabled accessibility of both the
observatory and of our equipment that we take out to star parties. The take up seemed very positive from the members, and
with me working for the NHS, I managed to bag a fair few of
the staff there too. One of which was Mr Mike Pringle, medical
photographer, and committee member of the York AS. Said he:
―Ooh – when are you doing that? My Dad did that back in
1959! Can I join you?‖ ―Of course,‖ I said ―We‘re doing our
first proper training session tomorrow!‖

―Now then fella — Just wondering how young,
fit and daft you are. Do you fancy having a crack
at the Lyke Wake Walk to raise some funds for
YAS?‖
The reply came back:
―Not so young, but fit and very daft — Yep, I‘ll
have a go at it!‖
And thus was the seed planted. Now, for those you who aren‘t
familiar with the Lyke Wake Walk, it is a 40-mile hike across
the North Yorkshire Moors that has to be completed within 24
hours. It was devised in 1955 by a farmer from Potto called Bill
Cowley. It can be done in either direction, so long as you start
and finish at the trig points at Osmotherley and Ravenscar.
There is no set route, although you are encouraged to keep ―to
the tops‖ where ever possible. Don‘t go too far out of your way,
or the 40 miles could end up being 45…

―Ah – I can‘t make that, but I‘ll come on the next one though.‖

Now, I‘m quite a seasoned walker. I‘ve been doing it for years,
but Glen had never done any serious distance walking before.
He has however completed the Great North Run 7 times, so my
thinking was that if he can run 13 miles, he can certainly walk
them. But we needed to check to see if we‘d be ok. So we did a
test walk. This took place on May 17th and involved us walking from Hovingham village over to Terrington and back again
– a distance of about 11 miles. This we did, and despite a slight

And so it was that at 06:30am on June 6 th Glen picked me up
from my house and we drove out to Osmotherley for a 08:00
set off from the Lyke Wake Stone in somewhat drizzly conditions. We were going to walk the first half of the walk, right up
over to the Lion Inn at Blakey Ridge, where my folks would be
there to collect us. We did this unsupported, and took our time,
not rushing, and trying not to get lost. Around 16:30 that afternoon, we hobbled in to the carpark at the pub. We had made it!

So now we had three members on the team. When I mentioned
all of this to Hayley, my new significant other, she decided that
she too wanted a personal challenge and decided to come along
for the trip as well.
She was also busy for the first proper training mission, so it was
just down to Glen and I to have a go at it.
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Hurrah! Sponsorship continued to dribble in, and it wasn‘t long before we did our second training walk. This
time it would be all four of us, and this time it would be
the last half of the walk. The main idea behind walking
the entire route before the final attempt was to familiarise
ourselves with the route in daylight, so that when we did
it again at night we‘d stand a better chance of going the
right way. So this second leg was to take us from Rosedale Head, just up the road from the Lion Inn, right over
to the end point at the radio mast at Ravenscar.
Setting off at 08:30 on July 11th we made our way across
the moors. The first walk had been quite easy terrain,
being mostly ―paved‖ under foot. The bit we were now
approaching was what would become section 4, and was
known as ‗the boggy bit‘! Heading off the road, and using only occasional boundary stones for direction, we
walked, slopped, squelched and waded our way through
the reeds and bogs. Not a very nice way to start the walk,
and this ‗data collection exercise‘ would later result in a
slight deviation being made. The rest of this training
walk was fine – a straight hike over the heather-clad
moorlands, past the tracking station at Fylingdales, and
on towards the coast.
We got to the trig point around 16:30 again, and headed
straight for the bar at the Raven Hotel, only to be joined
by over 100 other ‗Lyke Wakers‘ who had completed the
entire route in the same time that we had done half of it,
for we had chosen to train on the day of the ‗Great Lyke
Wake Run‘. At least we had some company along the
way!
And then finally came the great day itself — the day we
would try to do the whole thing in one go. Of course we
didn‘t attempt this without support – for a first attempt,
that would be silly.
Following a meeting a week or two earlier, we had formed
two teams of volunteers who would be there at our beck
and call throughout the journey to supply us with sustenance, a change of clothes, and general well wishes. The
‗A‘ team was a YAS affair and consisted of Paul Buglass,
John Cork, and Barry Beckwith (with an impromptu visit
from John Roberts too – see later on).
They would see us from the start to Rosedale Head. From
there the ‗B‘ team would take over and see us to the end.
This was more of a family affair being made up of Mary
Pringle and Glen‘s mum and dad, Shirley and Les Berry.

August 15th 2009
I woke up at midnight, having had less than 4 hours
of sleep. I woke Hayley and we had egg n bacon for
‗breakfast‘ at 00:30. At 1am, Barry and John picked
us up, and we went round to collect Mike from his
house. It was then over to the society observatory to
meet up with Glen and Paul. Shirley was there too,
but she soon went back to bed — sensible!
Somehow, and I‘m not entirely sure how, we managed
to cram all the supplies and people in to Paul‘s Galaxy,
and off we set. The aim was to get out to Osmotherley,
unpack and set off by 3am. And more by luck than
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judgement, we managed it!
So following the obligatory photo shoot at the
start (smiles all round) we headed off at bang on
3am and disappeared off in to the darkness of a
Saturday morning, all clad in warm clothes and
adorned with head torches and lanterns. The A
team cleared up behind us and set off to rendezvous at checkpoint 1.
Now, I don‘t mind walking in the dark but I
know that Hayley hates it. I knew that this first
night time section would be a struggle for her. I
don‘t think I‘d ever find myself saying this, but
we were actually glad for the horrendous orange
sky glow that was coming from Teesside. It
meant that we could actually see light through
the trees above us, and actually had a horizon to
aim for rather than just wandering in the pitch
blackness.
Once we got up on to the first section of moorland, the light began to change, and
we caught our first glimpse of the
tower that would be our companion
for the next 20 miles — Bilsdale
Transmitter. Ahead of us was the
‗mini Matterhorn‘ outline of Roseberry Topping, and more to the point,
we were nearly at checkpoint 1. We
radioed ahead to order cups of tea and
bowls of pasta, and within 15 minutes
we were sat in deckchairs having a
second breakfast – lovely!
By the time we left checkpoint one at
Clay Bank, the day was properly
dawning and we no longer needed our
torches. Section 2 would take us up
and over 3 hills. One of these hills
included the wonderful formation
known as The Wain Stones, a gathering of sharp rocks deposited by the
last ice age which we had to scramble through. When we got to
the end of the ridge above the Wain Stones we once again radioed ahead to the A team who were now set up and ready for our
arrival at checkpoint 2. More pasta! They had been joined by
John Roberts who was unable to support throughout the day,
but still wanted to show solidarity and shot up to Chop Gate on
his motorbike, said ‗hello‘, took a few photos, and shot back to
Selby! Nice work John!
The Lyke Wake Walk is a very well balanced walk. There‘s a
good range of terrain and you don‘t do too much of anything
for too long. An example of this is that section 2 is nothing but
hills – up, down, up, down, up down. But then comes section 3
which after a slight climb to the top of Carr Bank is a leisurely
and bordering on tedious stretch of very flat and windy footpath
along the old Blakey railway line. This takes you all the way
over to the half way point at Rosedale Head near Blakey Ridge.
It was here that the A team and the B team met up, swapped
equipment, tools, and transferred the huge tub of pasta! Then
the A team went home for a well earned rest. Shortly after stopping for lunch (which included loads of Mary‘s gorgeous home
-made rocky road!) we set off for our new variant on section 4.
This was 1 mile longer than it needed to be, but it avoided the
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bogs that we had come up against a few weeks earlier. It
was here that the previously moderate weather took a
turn for the worse.
We actually set off in fine drizzle, which very rapidly
became horizontal driving rain which soaked us to the
skin, especially down towards our boots. This was the
one and only time during the whole attempt that I quietly
thought to myself ‗I‘m not gonna make this – I‘m not
gonna do it!‘ But luckily, after about 45 minutes, the rain
subsided and the weather was once again fine and sunny.
Unfortunately, due to this soggy encounter, the next few
checkpoint breaks were going to take longer than
planned. We originally wanted to complete the whole
walk in 18-19 hours, having no more than 10-15
minutes break at each of the six checkpoints.
Checkpoint 4 was a 45 minute break because I
wanted to dry my boots off as much as I could,
and deal with my cold and damp feet. Hayley was
the same, as was Glen. At this point, Mike was
the only one who didn‘t want to deal with his
feet.
In section 5 we were once again on firmer
ground, with the odd large soft puddle to leap
over, but essentially this was a flat heathery trek
across towards the tracking station at Fylingdales.
Sitting there like a white sandcastle in the far distance, it beckoned us closer and closer for about 3
hours (during which time we had another rain
shower, which we were better prepared for) until we
finally dropped down in to the first of two large ravines that needed to be crossed, with a steep drop
down to the river, across the stepping stones and then
scrambling up the other side again.
Once we popped up over the ridge again, the sandcastle still seemed to be miles away, but we plodded
on relentlessly towards it. Finally, we took the long
slope down towards the crossing over the
line of the North Yorkshire Moors Railway,
and on to the next checkpoint.
Throughout most of the walk, Mike had
been arriving before the rest of the group,
simply because he is a seasoned walker, and
has a longer stride. We were happy for him
to do this because on marathon journeys
like this it is important to go at your own
speed – no faster and no slower. Checkpoint
5 was no exception to this, and when Glen,
Hayley and I got there we found that even
Mike now had his boots off and was nursing
his ailing feet. We all joined in, preparing
ourselves for the final push, as checkpoint 6
was going to be a simple walkthrough, with
no stopping.
The sun was beginning to set by the time
we left checkpoint 5, so we once again had
our torches with us. The first part of this
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we were following had just run out, which
isn‘t what we were expecting to happen. We
all turned our torches and head lamps off and
peered out into the darkness, but there was
nothing, and none of us had a clue which direction head for. So I called my Dad.
Around 9pm I had texted my folks saying that
we‘d be finished around 22:30, so they had
been sat there in the car at the radio mast since
around 22:00 waiting for us. Bless em!
―HI DAD! – ARE YOU AT THE RADIO
MAST?‖ I blurted.
―Yes!‖ came the reply.
―GOOD — CAN YOU TURN YOUR HEADLIGHTS ON FULL BEAM FOR US
PLEASE?‖
stage took us across the marshland area immediately next
to the Fylingdales complex. This was nearly very soggy
again, but we managed to get through on to firmer ground
again just as we began to lose the light completely. From
here on in it was once again a matter of slogging it
through heather cuts for what seemed like an eternity.
Mike and Glen had gone off in to the distance, and I occasionally saw their lights, then they would vanish again. I
would think ‗great – they‘ve made it to Jugger Howe ravine‘ but then the lights would pop up again and we‘d
continue for another eternity. Eventually we did get to the
ravine and took it ever so slowly to get down to the bottom. Once there, we took 5 minutes to stop and stare up at
the magnificent and completely clear starlit sky above us.
I think it must have been the clearest view I have ever
seen of the night sky from Yorkshire. It was beautiful.
Unhindered by the lights of nearby towns, the stars were
unwavering pinpoints on the blackness of the sky. I could
have happily stayed there for hours, but we were already
well behind schedule, and although completing the walk
in under 24 hours was going to be easy, getting to the end
before midnight was starting to look like a tough thing to
accomplish. And so, after summoning the dregs of our
energy, we crawled up the east side of Jugger Howe and
out on to the old airfield. From there it was a steady amble down to the waiting crowd down at checkpoint 6 —
the A171 Whitby to Scarborough Road.
As I said, this wasn‘t so much of a pit stop as a walkthrough. We got to the checkpoint, we dumped our bags
in the car, and we headed straight out for the final and
shortest section towards the finish line. By this time it was
23:00 and we still had 2 miles to go. We agreed that we
should stay together for this final push, and it‘s a very
good thing that we did because very shortly after leaving
the main road behind us, something went wrong…
5 weeks earlier when we had done this section we found it
easy to navigate across the open fields to the finish point
because the Radio mast at the end is, well, a radio mast!
So we just headed for it. Unfortunately, we discovered
that the radio mast in question doesn‘t have a light on top
of it. So we were in the middle of a black field, with black
sky above us, the black horizon ahead of us somewhere,
and with a black radio mast in the way. And the path that

This he did, and we were suddenly saved – a faint glow appeared on the
horizon, a good 30 degrees south of where we had been pointing. Finally
we had a bearing, and headed for it. Before too long we once again came
back on to the path we‘d somehow strayed from, and the rest of the walk
was easy going after that.

23:39 BST – August 15th
A cheer erupted from roadside as 4 faint head torches bobbled in to
view. We had made it! We walked over to the trig point and simultaneously put our hands on it — 20 hours and 40 minutes after we did the
same thing 40.5 miles away in Osmotherley. Relief doesn‘t even begin
to describe how we all felt. I did a quick piece to camera, which sadly
never came out due to technical problems. I said, ―40 miles… 40 blisters…‖ and Mike finished it off perfectly by saying, ―40 winks!‖
Since then we have been round and gathered the sponsorship money
together. It isn‘t finalised yet, but at the time of writing this article we
look like we are going raise around £600 for the society. So I say a huge
thank you to all who sponsored us, to those who supported us, and well
done to the whole team for actually completing it. 40 miles is no mean
feat. We really should be proud of ourselves.
Same again next year then?
FIN.
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Paul Mackay’s Book & Poetry Bit
‘Mainspring’ by Jay Lake

Hethor (who is a boy, by the way) is a clockmakers apprentice
in a Pennsylvanian city which on first glance appears much like
any set in a Victorian universe. There are subtle differences
however, for example the Americas are still British, the Royal
Navy rules the air with a giant fleet of airships and we are perpetually at war with the Chinese.
Ok, so is this just an
‗alternative history‘ novel?
Well… not really, you see the
Solar system is actually set on
cosmological sized brass
tracks and the earth revolves
around its equator on a huge
brass cog.

unreconstructed hippy with goatee and long hair, add 100 kilos,
raid Jerry Garcia‘s wardrobe and you‘re mostly there. If this is
the formula required to make an American write great Science
Fiction, I‘m air-freighting pork pies and Hawaiian shirts to
Iowa.

Score: 8/10

‗God‘s work‘ it is rumoured.
Hethor is tasked by the angel
Gabriel to wind the earth‘s
mainspring but first he must
find the Key Perilous and so
begins an epic journey halfway
around the world.
It‘s on my mind these days, so I would say that this is a fine
Steampunk novel (purists might disagree and call it Clockpunk). It‘s got everything you need, stovepipe hats, airship to
airship combat and billions of tons of brass. They have got
‗Elektrics‘ but it‘s implied as dangerous and inefficient.
There is a brilliant description of Hethor climbing the ‗great
equatorial wall‘ — several miles high and then crossing the gap
between two teeth of the great cog that circles the world. It is
twenty miles across, machined to precision (he needed ‗V‘
shaped clogs to do it) and had twenty four hours to do it before
the teeth of the cog and track meet again.
This is his first novel, though I have come across some of his
short stories in the past and they really stuck in my mind as
being well written. He does mix ‗mysterious forces‘ into the
science a bit so space opera fans may moan but I recommend
sticking with it because he knows his dirigibles. The NeoVictoriana almost seeps through the pages. It makes you think
of pith helmets, velvet-lined travel cases for your Webley,
leather bandoliers and brass goggles. I loved it.
It might be balanced to add some criticism, and if I had any, I
would say that it is very apparent when a scene overstays its
welcome and he tends to conjure up some new concept to move
the story on into another location — he uses gold tablets ‗with
the word of God‘ inscribed on them. They seem to parachute
into the story courtesy of some half-seen entity when the story
is floundering a bit.
He is a funny looking guy though; I nearly jumped out of my
skin when I saw his picture inside the back cover. Think of an
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Moon
Oh Moon, Oh Moon, there in the sky
For years we have seen and wondered why
You shine so bright both full and crescent
And all religions who find you so pleasant
The wolves they howl, others procreate
When you‘re out at those special times and it's really late
So you've kept us from spinning right into the Sun
From way back when the Solar System began
You show one side only, Oh you‘re so shy
With our satellites the dark-side we spy
And as you make your sidereal ellipses
We watch the Solar and Lunar eclipses
Year by year, yes she spirals away
While the kids ask ‗Why is the Moon out in day?‘
I would give more answers but don't think I can
So let‘s just celebrate that we've sent her Man
Now I'll end it here on the lightest of note
And just pray that some day we'll go back there I hope.

— Martin Hall

Sun
I looked at the sun,
It burnt my eyes,
Now I‘m blind,
That wasn‘t wise.
— Alex Bardy
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Beanz Meanz Starz

The Bean Tin Telescope finds its way to London!
By John Cork
As any good astronomer knows, our hobby is an expensive one.
Even a small telescope will set you back around £200, so any
cutting of costs without sacrificing quality would be greatly
appreciated. There are a good few of our members who build
their own telescope components, such as filters, tripods, finder
scopes and the like. But only a couple have built an entire telescope from scratch, and even fewer have built one using some
old rubbish.
York Astronomical Society member Phil Shepherdson built his
telescope in 1967, using large-sized baked bean tins and wire
coat hangers. He used these crude materials as at the time, very
few places in York sold telescopes, and at just seventeen years
old, Phil simply could not afford the small number that were
available. After reading about how to make his own reflector
telescope in a school book, Phil spent years grinding and polishing the mirror to a near-professional standard. After much

hard work, the mirror was complete. However, without a tube
to mount it in, it was useless.
Whilst working at a hospital a few years later, Phil managed to
acquire four industrial-size baked bean cans. These cans just so
happened to be the exact right size to fit the mirror he had created. At first, he tried assembling the cans using solder, but
after realising it wouldn‘t be strong enough, he bound the cans
together with coat hanger wire, which worked perfectly.
The first two objects Phil pointed his telescope at were the
Moon and Jupiter. In his own words, ―What literally took my
breath away, was seeing the great red spot, which in those days
was brick red and a fantastic sight, and I was just... Well, over
the Moon...‖ It was plain to see that Phil‘s telescope was a resounding success.
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Phil‘s telescope stands tall as a testament to the
‗never say never‘ attitude of astronomers, as well as
showing their quirkier side.
There is still time to see Phil‘s telescope on display.
The ‗Cosmos and Culture‘ exhibition is open until
the 30th December 2010, so there‘s no excuse not to
go and admire the hard work of one of our very own
members!

And now, forty years later, the bean tin telescope
has made it into the London Science Museum‘s
‗Cosmos and Culture‘ exhibition. It is nestled
among other astronomical oddities such as Thomas
Harriot‘s pre-Galileo sketches of the Moon, astronomy Monopoly and 1999 total eclipse commemorative tea towels.

Philip ‘Philius Mist’
Shepherdson’s
Big Red Telescope
goes to London Town
by Martin Dawson
Some of you may have heard of Phil‘s
home-brewed Big Red telescope and
how he built the tube from some old discarded baked bean tins, big‘uns I hasten
to add. Recently, he had an article published in Astronomy Now and as a result
of this was contacted by the Science Museum for an exhibition on astronomy.
They inquired if he would loan them his
telescope for around a year and of
course, Phil said yes.
In August I passed through London and
took the opportunity to visit the Science
Museum. After collecting a congestion
charge ticket (well worth it when the
M25 is stuffed up) and finding a car park
(£6 for two hours) I visited the SM.
What a nightmare! It‘s become a copy of Dis-Alt-Tower’s. I asked where the exhibition was, and was dutifully directed to the
top floor, where it wasn‘t. Then we were directed to the first floor, and again no joy. Then the ground floor — Aaaaghh! Why
bother!? I was about to give up the will to live when a very nice guide pointed me in the right direction. The display looks really
good and Phil‘s telescope is in the middle. There‘s a small interactive display where you can press buttons and call up information about the exhibits and lo! There‘s Phil‘s fizz-oog for the entire world to admire! There‘s some script describing how Phil
built his creation. There‘s also a Horace Dall telescope, and get this: a folding six-inch reflector that stows away in your pocket,
genius, sheer genius. Well worth a visit but beware of the ‗crowds‘...
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The Triple Helix Affair
by A. Lien

Moments ago I had bought chocolate at Tesco, but now I am
here, gazing down upon the huge spiral shape of my galaxy.
Somewhere amongst that swathe of light at approximately 35
thousand light years is the Sun and swirling around that, my Earth.
Over the short space of time I had lived there, I had got rather
attached to it. I took a deep breath and tried to re-adjust.
Earth Station Transit (EST) always reminded me of being
inside an ancient church with its musty smells, gothic archways
and windows. EST is a half way house for star travellers: it‘s a bit
like a railway station waiting room hoping for a train; only these
trains are quantum beams that flick you from one side of the galaxy to another through space-time portals called Q-Gates.
A waft of cinnamon jolted my senses to the fact that I was not
alone. I turned but saw no one. Curiously I inspected the Q-Gate
to see if it had been used. The faint smell of ozone told me it had
and someone had travelled through it in a hurry. I returned back to
my huge wall-like window and once more became enchanted.

Gallagher gave her a startled look. ―You‘ve been on Tangalooma for the past 5 years. They possess muskets, not guns, and
definitely not an Earth Colt 45!‖
―Precisely!‖
Michael gave her back the gun and turned towards me. ―For
your information Ross, Tangalooma, like Earth, is completely
quarantined from any outside contact. Only the Interstellar Security Service (I.S.S) acting as observers has privileged access to
these evolving civilisations.‖
Her eyes widened. ―Oh, there‘s more. This was a gang war —
hence the murder— over a lucrative drug trade we have uncovered there. I managed to corner the gang leader but he gave me the
slip. His method of vanishing so abruptly, has earned him the
nickname ‗Slither‘.‖

―Good show Ross. There‘s rather a flap on I‘m afraid; glad
you could come at such short notice.‖

Michael looked reflective. ―Yes I had heard of rumours concerning an Elixir of Life serum being distributed amongst the 12
planetary members of the Community. I had dismissed this as
mere propaganda to undermine our authority of the Quarantine
Protocol.‖

I gave a startled jump. From within the reddish shadows of the
Q-Gate appeared Michael Gallagher, smiling like an impish Buddha and pruning the left lapel of an immaculate black dinner suit.
His left hand was delicately entwined around a brandy glass.

She held up a small phial containing a pale blue liquid. ―That
contains a triple helix, double helix compound and that‘s why we
are meeting here to avoid further contamination on both those
planets.‖

―So I see. Have you?‖ I failed to smother a nervous laugh.

―The Elixir of Life! The double helix DNA molecule is particular to Earth isn‘t it?‖ I felt the cold gaze of them both before
Gallagher took a deep intake of breath.

He gave me a disdainful look. ‖Don‘t mock. I am supposed to
be attending my daughter‘s birthday party this evening at my
house.‖
Gallagher‘s Townhouse in Bootham York held happy memories of Stella, fine wine and prelude to dangerous missions.
―Where is Stella these days? I haven‘t seen her since our last
mission.‖
―She‘ll be along in a minute.‖
Within an archway there was a momentarily deep reddish
glow which transformed into a figure. Stella seemed slightly
flushed as she stepped from the Q-Gate. Her deep velvet red dress
with its ruff seemed more in keeping with Earth‘s Elizabethan era.
―That Gate will get my boot if it plays up again.‖ She patted
herself down, releasing clouds of grey powder.
Michael paused and looked annoyed. ―Maintenance has not
been very sympathetic to my complaints to hurry along with it.‖
Stella hurried across and kissed his cheek. ―Father, I prefer to
kick it soundly: it‘s the Earth thing to do!‖
―You have some explaining to do young lady. Why your mysterious message this afternoon and...‖ He paused to sip his drink,
―Why your insistence in meeting here? I have arranged a perfectly
good celebration party for you and it requires a guest: you.‖
She patted his hand. ―That can wait.‖ From within her right
sleeve an object appeared. She placed it into his hands. ―That was
retrieved from a murder scene.‖

―You‘re quite right Ross, but triple helix is Tangalooma
DNA. Stella, where did you say you found this?‖
―I didn‘t. It was discovered on Earth!‖ She paused and
watched our shocked faces. I could tell by her curled smile she
looked pleased with herself. ―When I reported back, I was commissioned by I.S.S to go to Earth and make enquiries with our
contact there.‖ She turned towards me. ―It was your friend who
handed me that.‖
I gave a startled look. ―If you mean Auster, he‘s hardly my
friend.‖
―Austerfield has his uses!‖
―If it wasn‘t for Michael‘s surgery, I would be dead now
through his misjudgement.‖
Michael raised his hand. ―Let‘s focus people.‖ His eyes looked
at Stella quizically. ―Only I.S.S personnel should have Q-Gate
access here. I guess they have suggested we intervene?‖
―Yes, you‘re right; they have been explicit with their directive
towards us. Operation Triple Helix is our next mission status. We
must find who is responsible for this drug trafficking and for violating our security systems.‖ She paused and looked individually
at us. ―It is a shoot to kill policy; there is no compromise.‖
Michael took a deep breath. ―Our superiors have requested
immediate action, I take it?‖
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Abruptly the Q-Gate shimmered into action and a shadowy
figure emerged. It grabbed Stella and just as quickly thrust her
into the archway. Only a reddish glow remained.
―Stella!‖ Michael howled as he leapt into the archway hitting
his face against the back of a wall.
I clenched my fist. ―That confirms my suspicion that someone
had come through that Gate before you arrived.‖
Blood poured from Gallagher‘s chin but he brushed it aside to
minutely check a glowing inset dial of Q-Gate. ―Q-0:0:0: Earth.‖
He muttered.
―Haven‘t you a party arranged at those coordinates?‖
Gallagher‘s face hardened. ―So it appears has our adversary.‖
He grabbed my arm ―We have a party on Earth which I have
painstakingly arranged. Shall we go, and meet our guests?‖
―Let‘s hope we‘re in time.‖
The Q-Gate briefly shimmered as we were transported Earthwards.
When we arrived the party was in full swing. In desperate
need for the loo I excused myself and headed towards his luxurious small room with its gold taps, flecked porcelain toiletry and
what I liked most after a grubby assignment: a spicy scented soap
dispenser. I entered hastily and realised as I shut the door that I
hadn‘t switched the light on. In the darkness I reached for the pull
cord. Some instinct told me I wasn‘t alone. There was a faint
smell of cinnamon. Abruptly a cold steel muzzle was rammed into
the back of my neck. I heard a familiar gun hammer click and
almost simultaneously a voice whispered in my ear.
―Take it slow dude. Let‘s not be so hasty with any sudden
movements.‖
I felt my knees starting to quiver and my heart pounded.
―What do you want?‖
From behind me I heard a sharp intake of breath and then the
double click of the pull cord. ―Crikey! Am I glad to see you!?‖
I turned swiftly, ―Auster! What are you doing creeping around
bathrooms at this time of night?‖
―Please help me Ross: someone‘s trying to kill me‖.
―Do you know who?‖
―Tonight as I was locking up my warehouse a bullet whistled
over my head. I barely managed to escape with my life by leaping
back inside and then through a rear window alongside the Foss
into the Castle car park.‖
My eyes opened wide. ―Have you no idea who it could be?‖
―It was Stella, without a doubt. I briefly saw a female slither
into the shadows. I‘ve heard her talk about a shoot to kill policy
and since I must be on her list, it‘s got to be her, Ross.‖ He
grasped my arm firmly, ―It has gotta be her. I risked my life coming here hoping to find you. Matey, don‘t let them do this to me?‖

The light abruptly extinguished but when I managed to put it
back on, he‘d vanished.
The main living room held swirling guests, Sinatra music, and
nibbles freely available from a dark oak table. I paused to think.
That faint smell of cinnamon was possibly Slither‘s call sign. I
must test that theory, however confusing the gender change.
There was no sign of either Stella or Auster. Abruptly I was
alarmed to see all of the guests stop dancing and begin convulsing
into hysterical sneezing. At the far end of the room I saw Michael
waving me across. I walked quickly but suddenly my nose started
to tingle so intensely that I too began to sneeze violently.
―Stella has been kidnapped because she knows the identity of
Slither,‖ Michael informed. ―He must be found and stopped before...‖ His voice tailed off.
My eyes now felt like red hot pokers. ―‗He‘ is disguised as a
‗she‘, in a pert white skirt.‖ I gasped the words out, adding:
―That‘s her! She‘s spraying the room from a perfume bottle.‖ My
eyes began to hurt and I sneezed violently. ―Urgh! It‘s making me
feel sick.‖
―That cinnamon smell is the key to it all, Ross!‖
I wiped my eyes and rushed towards the now hastily retreating
form. At my approach she turned and I watched in horror as a gun
appeared from beneath her blouse. There was a sharp crack, and
simultaneously a bullet whistled past my head. Abruptly I paused
and stared down the barrel of a Colt 45. Through heavy mascara,
male eyes shone through. They were cold fish eyes.
―You futile, self-destructive life-forms.‖ He hissed. ―Now die!‖
Suddenly through the gasping crowd hurled the figure of Auster who rugby tackled my adversary to the ground. His huge fists
swung into action and a comatose female lay sprawled across the
floor. I heard a scream behind me but I didn‘t turn to look.
―Auster, you‘re my hero!‖
―Yes, he most definitely has saved the day.‖ Michael Gallagher said, pruning his lapel. He turned towards incredulous guests
and raised both hands. ―Ladies and gentlemen, there‘s nothing to
worry about. We have just apprehended a common gate crasher:
probably a University student, we will oust him forthwith. You
will find fresh air and Cognac in the Conservatory.‖
Auster looked first at the retreating figures and turned mystified at Gallagher. ―What‘s it all about?‖
―Triple helix DNA in all probability is an irritant to humans,
which caused all the sneezing. However I am not affected by it
because I‘m not human.‖ He bent down to minutely examine the
chiffon garment still wrapped around Sliver. ―Of course! It is an
absorbent material which will soak up the human mucus caused
by sneezing.‖ He looked triumphantly at us. ―That garment is
worth in excess of a trillion dollars Earth currency on the Interstellar black market. And that‘s worth killing for. He will stand trial
and is lucky Stella hasn‘t shot him.‖
―Where is Stella?‖ I cried.

―Auster, calm down.‖

Michael stopped my wild rush towards the door. ―Don‘t
worry! Muffled screams from the cupboard gave her away.‖

Tears welled up in his eyes. ―I am putting my trust in you.‖
―Of course you can...‖ I paused. ―Did you meet anyone coming out of here before you?‖
―Spicy Dog-breath I would call her. She had a nice bum; white
skirt; black chiffon blouse.‖ His voice raised into a squeal. ―For
God sakes, help me.‖

As I released the catch, Stella rolled out onto the floor, gasping. I don‘t know who started it but abruptly we all began to
laugh. From within my jacket I produced a chocolate bar and
kissed her lightly on the cheek. ―Happy Birthday!‖
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YAS Observing Challenge
Autumn 2009 – Pegasus
By Paul Buglass

This time of year the square of Pegasus is high in the
south during the early evening hours, and its deep sky
objects are a prime target for observers with reasonable
aperture scopes.

Bear in mind the images used illustrate the full detail of
each object. Through modest scopes, only the brighter
parts will be visible to the eye, but as always, the darker
and more transparent the sky, the more detail your eyes
will tease out.

I have tried to select some interesting and challenging
objects, which get progressively more difficult to observe
as you work down the list. Most are galaxies, but the first
is a relatively bright globular cluster.
Any scope from 6 to 8 inches or bigger should be able to
observe the first 2 or 3 objects, and with very dark and
transparent skies, even the last two objects in the challenge list. However, if you can use the YAS 12‖ scope, or
one of even bigger aperture, the fainter objects in the list
will not only become easier to see under dark skies, but
they will also show more structural details.

As with all deep sky observing, make sure you are fully
dark adapted, protect your dark adapted eyes, and make
the best use of averted vision.
The chart on the next page shows the locations of all 5
objects on the observing challenge list. All are relatively
easy to hop to from the brighter stars in Pegasus, but remember, after M15 they are progressively fainter and
smaller. Start with relatively low magnification, say 50x,
but don‘t be afraid to push the magnification up to 150x
or 200x plus to darken the background sky and bring out
more structure if the transparency of the sky allows.

M15
A fine globular cluster
of good size and
brightness. Easy to
find and resolve, even
in small telescopes.
This globular cluster
unusually contains a
planetary nebula,
Pease 1, which is very
small, and very challenging to observe
visually, but can be
seen near the cluster‘s
core, in larger telescopes, and at higher
magnifications, particularly if an OIII filter is used. Can you
find it?
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Object

Type

Magnitude

Size

RA

Dec

M15

Glob Cluster

6.4

12.3‘ x 12.3‘

21h 30‖ 4.7‘

12° 10‘ 21‖

NGC7331

Spiral Gal

9.5

10.0‘ x 3.0‘

22h 37‖ 10.4‘

34° 25‘ 16‖

NGC7814

Edge on Gal

10.5

5.0‘ x 2.5‘

00h 03‖ 22.2‘

16° 09‘ 21‖

NGC7479

Bar Spiral Gal

11.0

4.0‘ x 3.3‘

23h 04‖ 58.4‘

12° 19‘ 23‖

NGC7320

Spiral Gal

12.7

0.4‘ x 0.4‘

22h 36‖ 10.4‘

33° 57‘ 17‖

I hope you will enjoy the difficult challenges of this observing list, and look out
for another set of equally challenging objects in the next issue of Algol around
Spring 2010.
— Paul Buglass
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NGC 7331
This inclined spiral galaxy is relatively bright
and reminiscent of a
smaller version of the
great Andromeda galaxy, in that it is of a
similar aspect, and also
has a smaller, fainter
companion galaxy. Try
to make out the dusty
portions of the galaxy
near the bright core.
Dark, transparent skies
will be essential for this
to be achieved. This galaxy is very near to
Stephan‘s Quintet.

NGC 7814
A small edge on
galaxy with a
bright core and
symmetrical
faint dark dust
lanes either side
of the core.
Again very dark
and transparent
skies, and a reasonably
large
telescope will be
required to visually appreciate
this wonderful
object‘s structure.
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NGC 7479
This is a very obviously barred spiral
galaxy. Very dark
skies with good
transparency will be
needed to tease out
the ‗hooked‘ curves
of the arms at each
end of the central
bar. Even with less
than ideal skies, the
central bar should be
visible as an elongated patch of light
slightly brighter in
the middle ‗core‘
area.

NGC 7320
This very small and faint
galaxy is the brightest
member of the 5 galaxies
making up Stephan‘s
Quintet (lower left of the
image below). Try to use
the largest aperture scope
you can find on the darkest and most transparent
night possible to attempt
this object visually. Look
for the other fainter members of this well known,
but very faint, galaxy
group.
Although visually challenging, this galaxy group often shows up well in images taken
with Digital SLR or CCD cameras. Also of interest, NGC 7320 shows a small red shift
(790 km/s) while the other four exhibit large red shifts (near 6600 km/s). Since galactic
red shift is proportional to distance, NGC 7320 is a foreground object and is ~39 million
light years from Earth versus the 210-340 million light years of the other four galaxies.
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Neal’s Ramblings

by Neal D. Jackson

It seems a while since I last wrote in Algol. The summer has
been a fairly quiet time for me in astronomical terms.

witnessed a moon dog. This was in the same position either
side of the moon on both nights, most unusual.

One night many moons ago down at the Observatory when
John Roberts was in the process of moving home, he was giving things away, he asked me did I want a tent? I thought about
it and said it may eventually come in useful. This tent had been
used by John at the Kielder Sky camp and he survived!

I was planning on returning from Norfolk in time for the YAS
barbeque but unfortunately could not make it for the second
year running. The Pleiades meteor shower was a bit of a damp
squib for me as there was some thin high cloud which ruined it
and not a single meteor was sighted on the night of the peak
from the garden of Apollo Cottage.

Having been involved in car rallying for many years, occasionally it is necessary to camp out on the far flung stubble. Previously we have borrowed other people‘s tents. With John‘s tent
having survived Kielder, the Scottish borders in May for the
Jim Clarke International [[Ah, Gentlemen Jim, a real racing
car driver — Ed]] would present no problems.

Some of the annoying sodium street lights in our village have
recently been replaced with down lighters which are good news
for the light pollution lobby. We will see what the difference is
over this coming winter observing season.

We were there for three nights, which being out in the middle
of nowhere with brilliant clear skies and no light pollution it
was fantastic. I can fully appreciate the wonders of Kielder,
especially the cold as this woke us up early every morning.

After the summer with no organised observing sessions (by
Summer I mean August!) it is nice to be back down the airfield
after meetings and also the Wednesday nights on the
Knavesmire. The first one on September 30 th was a great success even with cloud coming and going. A decent amount of
observing was possible with a good turn out.
Let‘s look forward to an excellent new season of lectures
and observing events. Clear Skies.

Still on the subject of rallying, the logo on a Subaru car is a
representation of the Pleiades star cluster for in Japanese the
Pleiades are known as Subaru!
Back in August we camped in Norfolk, as we needed more living space we bought a marquee! We had a few problems erecting it. I rang Paul Buglass for help and he said bring it to a
Committee meeting at the Observatory. The airfield was needed
because we could not find a garden big enough to erect it!
Paul gave us a few tips and it was quickly erected, good enough
for us, thank you Paul!
The site in rural Norfolk was excellent, miles from anywhere
with open views across rolling country. At night the moon
came up and flirted with Jupiter. On two successive nights we
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The Last Word...
A Tale of Janet and John
It‘s Saturday, and John is so excited! He is going to visit an
observatory in the middle of town. He has got up early and after
washing his face he got dressed. A nice white shirt with a
dickey bow, nice smart trousers and shiny black shoes. Janet
had his breakfast ready and as soon as he had finished he was
on his way. ‗Now, John‘ said Janet, ‗Play nicely and be very
polite and don‘t show your self up.‘
‗Yes-ss, Ja-net, I will‘ promised John as she pressed a shiny
new coin into his hand and kissed his cheek.
John skipped down the street. He waited but a short time at
the bus stop and was soon on the big shiny red bus. After a
short journey he had arrived at the gates of the park where the
observatory is. He skipped so gaily in through the gates, he
could not wait to see the observatory and its telescope.
He quickly found the observatory, it did not have a green
dome like John had seen in books and stuff but it was like a
great big cone sticking straight up. John went in; there he met a
nice lady. ‗Hello young man, what‘s your name?‘
John replied, ‗I‘m Jo-hn and who are you?‘
‗I am Mrs. Coggins and I help to look after the observatory.
Would you like to see a great big telescope?‘
John‘s eyes lit up ‗Oooh, Yes-ss, plea-ss!‘ he grinned looking at Mrs Coggins. She was certainly a fine comely looking
woman. Mrs Coggins directed John up a short flight of stairs to
a small room. There he saw the telescope, it was huge and
stood up so straight and was all shiny and clean and smooth and
had a big black end. John got excited, there were two big men
telling other people about the telescope. John was mesmerised
and could not believe what was happening. Then one of the big
men wound a handle that brought a big heavy weight up to a
clock work mechanism that had a pair of balls spinning around.
John was fascinated at the big heavy weight hanging by a metal
rope and the little balls, especially when the big man took hold
of a little knob and twisted it; this made the balls spin faster and
faster. The big man explained what was happening and next he
took hold of the body of the telescope, slackened off another
knob and made the telescope swing from side to side, John was
amazed at how easily the man swung the telescope from side to
side and explained all about balance, but the man said he liked
the telescope to be pointing straight up nice and proud and erect
as it was an astronomical achromatic refractor of the Fraunhofer design on a German Equatorial mounting and so a proper
telescope.
John let the big words wash over him, he was so excited, he
had waited such a long time to see the big shiny telescope. People asked questions and the nice kind man answered them with
the help of his friend, one little girl asked about the roof and the
men shewed how the two slits could be opened wide so the big
telescope could look through. John was jumping up and down
by now. Then one of the men skilfully climbed on a small
bench and opened the slits wide while the other man used a
long pole with a brass end and pushed the roof around, John
was so thrilled to see the roof move, and it ran on its own railway track. One of the men said the roof was a bit stiff in parts
and he needed to use a lot of force to push it, the other man
thoughtfully agreed and added it was not that stiff last month.

The big man went on to explain with the help of his friend
how they and others go out on a night and use even bigger telescopes and look at heavenly bodies in the sky and that only the
other night they were looking for Uranus as the Rings of Saturn
were edge on and hard to see. They had problems looking for
Uranus so they looked at the moons of Jupiter and the Earth‘s
moon instead and that Castor and Pollox in Gemini the Twins
was rising in the east on a morning now. His friend added that
Venus rises early on a morning and if you get up you can see
her in all her glory and if you used a telescope Venus looks like
a little moon.
John was really getting excited at all this talk of moons, but
all too soon his visit to the telescope came to an end. He followed the other visitors down the little stairs and met Mrs Coggins who had put on some videos on a big television
John loved videos, he and Janet had loads themselves but he
had never seen anything like these videos, these were really
professional and shewed loads of things to do with astronomy.
There was a film with spiders, another with a rocket going
straight up and another with funny men telling stories all about
the stars, spaceships, telescopes and the moon.
John went home.
He met Janet and told all he had seen and done.
John saw lots of stars not long after.
John is doing very well and leaves hospital next week and
has promised Janet he will buy her a new frying pan.
If you would like to see the videos that John saw, copy the following links into your search engine:
2009-08: A Date With Discovery
http://www.vimeo.com/6341568
Houston, we have a problem...
http://www.vimeo.com/6302940
The York A.S. on BBC Radio 4
http://www.vimeo.com/6475628
2009-08: York A.S. Summer BBQ
http://www.vimeo.com/6578877
Cladding the Walls of ‗The Bridge‘
http://www.vimeo.com/5848377
Furniture Disposal
http://www.vimeo.com/5756696
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Alex Bardy: alex@mangozine.com
or mangozine@btinternet.com
Martin Dawson (me!): flugluftholgate@hotmail.co.uk
YAS Yahoo Group: yorkastronomy@yahoogroups.co.uk

— Martin Dawson, co-editor
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Ken Willoughby, St. Wilfrid's Catholic High School
&
Carleton Community High School
Present

An Evening With Dr. Edgar Mitchell

Apollo 14 Lunar Module Pilot and 6th Man to set foot on the Moon.
@
St. Wilfrid's Catholic High School
Featherstone
WF7 6BD

Tickets £30 each (cheques payable to Apollo 13).
SAE to: Ken Willoughby, 11 Hardistry Drive, Pontefract WF8 4BU. 01977 795535.
e-mail: ken.willoughby@btinternet.com

Please include your e-mail/telephone number.
Dinner with Dr Mitchell at Wentbridge House Hotel,
Thursday April 8th @ 7:30pm is £60.
Group photos will be taken with Dr. Mitchell at each table and
will be available for purchase following dinner at £10.
Visit St. Wilfrid's Catholic High School web site and click on info for directions:

St-wilfrids.wakefield.sch.uk
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